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Central American. Refugees: Regional
Conditions and Prospects and ,Potential
Impact on the United States

Civil strife and deteriorating economif
conditions in El Salvador, Nicaragua, and
Guatemala have caused hundreds of thou-
sands of refugees to settk asylum and assis-
tance in other CePhtral American
countries, Mexico and the United States.
While international organizations and
some asylum country governments provide
the basic material needs of refugees who
_seek assistance most refugees remain Out-
side assistance programs.

This report discUsses the -policies of and
;pent of assistance given to Central Ameri-
can refugees by the U.N4. High Commission- .
er for Refugees and other international
organizations, refugees' living conditions
and prospects in asylum countries, and U.S.
and asylum government policies to yard
refugees. It also examines (1) the link

--"\t, between assistance and asylum opportuni-
ties available to refugees in tr-re region and
the possible future migration of refugees to
the nited States and (2) the potential'
impa t of such migration.
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OOMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

wAsKINGToN o.c. 20648

To the President of theNSenate and the

*Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report describes the living conditions of refugees wh9.

have fled El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua, theiY prospects

for obtaining asylum and assistance in other Central American

countries and Mexico, and the potential impact of their possible

migration to the United States. This review was, part.'of our

continuous evaluation of U.S. and international refugee,assidt-

ance programs.

We are sending copies of this report to"the Director,

Office of Management and Budget; Secretary, Department of State;

Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services; and the

Attorney General, Department of Justice.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
WORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST-

CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES:
REGIONAL CONDITIONS AND
PROSPECTS AND POTENTIAL
IMPACT ON THE UNITED STATEp

Economic problems followed by civil strife and
violence in Central America have caused hun-
dreds of thousands of people in the region to
seek asylum in neighboring. countries. The
United Nations High Commitsioner for Refugees
.(UNHCR) 'considers ,over 3130,006 of them refu-
gees. Many arrive in asylum countries needing
emergency hello, and ongoing care and protection.
Caring for and resettling these refugees pre-
sent Central American countries, Mexico, the
United States, and the rest of the interna-
tional community with major assistance and--

.

social problems.

COnditions in the region raise concerns about
the adequacy, and management. of refugee assis:
tance programs. in, Central America and Mexico
and the programs' relationship to the migration
of Central Americans to the United States.
GAO's review focused on these issues. In
assessing the.U.S.-supported UNHCR programs in
1983, tAO concentrated on refugee assistance
programs in those countries where most Central
American refugees have sought asylum and assis-
tance and where 'asylum governments and interna-
tional organizationl provided such assistance--
Costa Rica, Honduras, and Mexico. GAO also
studied 'the refugee and immigration policies of
the asylum country governments and the United
States and collected and summarized information
on the potential impact in this country of the
continuing large numbers of migrants from
Central America. (See ch.2.)

In this report, the term "refugees will be
used when referring 'to those Central Americans.
the United. Nations High Commissioner for. Refu
gees considers to'be refugees. Both the High
ComMissionbr's Office criteria for determining
refugee status and the Departments of State and
Justice comments concerning GAO's use of the
term are included in appridix

U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE

The United States depends on international
organizations to assist Central American

Tear Sheet i GAO/NSIAD-84-106
JULY 20. 1d84
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refugees and supports the regional assistance

programs of the UNHCR. United States policy

supports refugee resettlement within the

region rather than in the United States.

Historically, this policy'has.been facilitated
by the tradition of countries in the region to

grant refuge and assistance to most asyluil

seekers.
-or/

The Department of State's Bureau for Refugee

Programs implements U.S. refugee policies and

funds refugee programs. The Bureau is also

responsible for monitoring, pursuing U.S.

interests in, and pressing for improvements in

these programs. Virtually all U.S. funds for

Central American refugee programs are chan-

neled through UNHCR. The $11 million provided

by the United States in fiscal year 1984

accounted for about one-third of UNHCR's

programs in Central America. (See ch..2.)

UNHCR is. responsible for providing refugees'

basic needs (i.e., food, shelter and medical

and educational assistance) dna promoting

lasting solutions to refugee problems--either

by making them self-sufficient, resettling

them in the asylum countries or elsewhere, or
repatriating them. (ee ch.2.)

BASIC NEEDS OF MOST
ENCAMPED REFUGEES MET

UNHCR reported in December 1983 that Central

American refugees numbered about. 322,000,

mostly from El Salvador (80 percent), Guate- '

mala, and Nicaragua. Only about one-fourth of.

. them, however, were receiving assistance,

mostly in camps and settlements in Honduras,

Costa Rica, and Mexico. (See ch.3.)

GAO found that the basic needs of those refu-

gees assisted in Honduras and Costa Rica were P

being met. Overall, during., 1983 material- -

assistance to and protection of refugees

.
improved due, in'part, to improved UNHCR work-

ing relationships with asylum governments.
(See ch. 3.)

GAO was unable to accurately determine if

refugees in Mexico were .being adequately

assisted and protected due to Mexican govern-

ment policies restricting U.S. government and

international organizations' access, to the'

settlements, (See ch.3.)



LIMITED ASYLUM COUNTRY
RESETTLEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

While conditions at refugee camps and settle-
ments are improving, asylum country policies
and program restrictions continue to limit the
overall effectiveness of international assist-
ance efforts. Poor economic conditions an'd

political concerns throughout Central America
cause difficulties in providing assistance and
resettlement oppdrtunities to refugees in

asylum countries. As 4 result, the extent of
asylum country support and resettlement assis-
tan-ce. for the major refugee groups varies

greatly. For example, in Honduras, Nicaraguan
Miskito Indian refugees are being resettled
permanently and assisted to become self -suf-

ficient, whereas Salvadoran refugees are

d' to their camps and not allowed to
employment. Furthermore, Salvadorans do
ave sufficient land on which to be6ome 40°

agriculturally self-sufficient and thereby
reduce UNHCR and other program support costs.

To improve refugee safety and increase their
self-sufficiency, UNHCR supports Honduran gov-
ernment efforts to move the Salvadoran refugee
camps away from the border. The government,
however, has not agreed to ease existing move-
ment and employment restrictions on the refu-
gees and specific conditions for the new camps
have not been established. UNHCR believes
that easing of such restrictions must be

addressed by the government before such a move

takes place. (See ch.3.)

In Costa Rica, a resettlement program for Sal-

vadorans has been costly and encountered
numerous problems. The government also has
not allotted land for new Nicaraguan refugee,
resettlement sites and employment restrictions
on all refugees continue to hinder 'self-

, sufficiency projects. (See ch.3.)

Until 1983, Mexico permitted several thousand
Salvadorans to resettle in the country and,
through UNHCR, provided them material assis-
tance. The government no longer views Salva -'

dorans as refugees and does not provide them
such assistance. Further, increasingly.
restrictive Mexican policies concerning refu-
9ees, including limiting UNHCR and .others
access to-the Guatemalan settlements, make it
difficult for the international community, to
assess the effectivenesgN of these assistance
programs.. (See ch.3,)'
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SALVADORANS.' PROSPECTS FOR REGIONAL
RESETTLEMENT AND ASSISTANCE-ARE LIMITED

UNHCR has-vestimated that more,than-two hundred

thousand Salvadoran refugesd' have fled their

country ix-` The past few years. Only about

31,000 are being. assisted-in Central American

countries. (See app.'I.),

According to UNHCR and U.S. governMent offic-

ials-'working in the region, continued violOnce.

and poor economic conditions in .Ea 'Salvador

will likely cause more to flee.Limited asylum

country resettlement opportunities and assis-

tance throughout the .region may cause them to

migrate. to the United States in search of

better opportunities and improved economic

conditions. (See ch.3.')

IMPACT OF CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES

AND OTHER IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED

STATES '.IS NOT CLEAR

The UnitedeStatesigovernment does not know or

have the means to accurately determine the

number of Centkal Americans entering the coun-

try. Furthermore,:the potential economic and

social impact of a large numbgr of refugees

and/or illegal immigrants from Central America

on .the URited States is' unclear. Their

impact, hoWever, will depend greatly on 'the

legal status and rights given them by the U.S.

government - -as' refugees, entrants Or illegal

aliens. (See ch.4.).

In recent years the cost of assisting an0

resettling refdgees from around the world in

the United States has been considered high;

For example, the U.S. Coordinator for Refugee

Affairs estimated that in 'fiscal years,1981

and 1982, the .cost. of receiving, processing,

and assisting 'refugees' resettled in the United

States. was about $3 billion. Most,of these

costs were borne by.(the federal govetnment.

(See ch. 4.)
,

There is 'neither a consensus, nor sufficient

data, on the cost' and impart of illegal ipmf7

grants, on the United States. While the do

mot present any formal resettlement ,costs,

concern for their presence is noted,in states

and local communities where,they. compete for

jobs; use health- care- and public eddcation
facilities; and in .sonie...areas, create social

problems. (See ci.4.)
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U.S. EMERGENCY IMMIGRATION PLANS-

The plan -to deal with sudden large-scale

illegal immigration into the United States
currently centers on controlling such immigra-
tion into southern Florida. That _plan has
little relationship: to controlling illegal

immigration across the United States-Meiico
border where over 1,800 Central Americans and

tens of thousands of Mexicans are being

apprehended monthly. According to Immigration
and Naturalization Service officials, another
plan to control illegal migration across the
U.S. southern border:is being' developed.
(See ch. 4.)

GAO believes that'large numbers ? of persons
fleeing Central American countries and seeking
asylum elsewhere in the region are not receiv-

ing the refage and assistance traditionally
available there. This is due,, in part, to the
large number of refugees and other migrants
requiring assistance, asylum countries' ser-

ious economic difficulties. limiting the amount
of assistance they can provide, and certain
countries' political decisions to limit assis-
tance and asylum for refugees. Therefore, the
United States must be better prepared to deal

with the continued Large number of Central
Americans trying to enter this country ille-
gally. (See ch.4.)

AGENCY COMMENTS' AND GAO EVALUATION

The Departments of State, Justice, and Health
and Human Services commented on a drioAt.' of

this,report. The agencies' comments on speci-
fic suet ions of:the draft are*incorporated in
the report where appropriate. (See pp. 43-56.)

The Department of State commented that the

draft report was, in general', a good overview

of the status of refugee populations in the
Centr41 American region. State believes that
the tradition 'of regional hospitality and

asylum toward refugees continues to be viable
in Central, America, but is directly dependent
on the willingness' of the international com-
munity to. bear the cost of assistance. GAO's

work shoWs,. however, .that the extent of

regional resettlement opportunities and assis-
tance in the region is currently insufficient
due to ,-the number of refugees, and asylum
countries' economic, palloblems add, political

concerns. (See ch.3.)
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The Department of Health and Haman ServfCes ,
commented that the report provided a .compre-

hensive and detailed account of the Central.

American refugee'probleM but that it lackei an

indepth discussion of the domestic impac.cin

the United States: GAO noted that the lack of

suffirient ,information and' other, data too

accurately quantify the full domestic impact
of Central American iMmigrants precluded such

a didcussion. (See ch.4.)
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CHAPTER 1

. e INTRODUCTION .

4,

....
. ,......-

g.increasing Apumbers. .of Central Americans, like people from

other parts 0 .Ehe world, are fleeing their countries in search

of safety and improved living conditions. Some of them are

called refugees, others migrants.1 They ate uprooted from their '.

homes by such political and socioeconomic factors.as repressive

governments, civil strife, poverty,. high unemployment and infla-

tion, inadequate health care and education, and mini al opportu-

iLr"nities for personal and social dgvelopment. Accor ng to U.S.

and international -estimates, most have migrated to d North

America. Their flight, resulting from these various factors.

which transcend national and international migration and asylum a

laws, presents the United ,States, other regional countries, and ,

the rest of the international community with major humanitarian,

resettlement anti political problems. r

El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragpa are the 'major"

refugee-generating countries. Historically, the 'lure of

economic opportunities elsewhere has spurred migration from

these countries. During the past. several years, however, civil

strife has accelerated that movement. As one researcher points

out: " . . large Population(s) driven by political forces-frem

their countries followed the familiae paths of an already estab-

lished pattern of economic migration." These refugees do not

fit a specific profile, although most are people from rural

areas with ,few technical skills. The majority Of those seeking

......aysy,13.41ancl,.4ss,istance in neighboring countries are women and

children. Those that `Mi'grate-firrtiler-inolude.a.,lar)agr,Avinlae;.. of ,,

young unaccompanied men. The prospects for the early/keturn oi-
.

these refugees to their countries of origin are not fa#orable.

Central American countries have historically provided asy-

lum to refugees in relatively small numbers and who were mainly

educated and from middle and upper classes. Common heritage,

language and 'culture have facilitated this. However, the

region's worsening socioeconomic problems, the recent large

refugee flows, and the refugees unwillingness to return ho e

have severely strained the ability and willingness of countries

to continue providing asylum and assistance. Asylum countries

now perceive,refugees as creating numerous domestic problems and

_contributing to internal political tensions. Most of the docu-

mented (officially recorded) refugees are being assisted through

11n this report, the term "refug)ee" will bemused, unless other-

Wise noted, when referring to those Central Americans the

United Nations High*Commissioner for Refugees considers to be

refugees. Both the High Commissioner's Office criteria for

determining refugee status and the Depaitments of State and

Justice comments concerning our use of the term are included in

Appendix 11.

1
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government' supported programs funded largely by the inter

tional community but are permitted only td resettle temporaril

and.denied,Work permAts. As civil wars, economic problems, and

limited resettlement oppoitunities, in the region continpe to

reduce asylum opportunities, many Central Americani .tend

migrate to,, and impact on, the United States.

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE
PROVIDED REFUGEES

The international community,- including the United States,

continues to prbvide increasing amounts of assistance to refu-

gees in Central America and Mexico.. The United Nations High
Commissioner for-Refugees (UNHCR) is-the primary. international
organization responsible for assisting and protecting refugees
worldwide, as well as seeking and developing lasting solutions
to their plight. At the request of asylum country goieKnments,

UNHCR provides various' typed of assistante, including (1)

initial'emergency relief, (2) ongoing longer term care and main-

tenance, and (3) efforts to make refugees self-sufgicient.

UNHCR funding, of assistance programs increased from about

$21.6 million in 1982 to $25..4 million in 1984--the United

States contributed about one-third of hese amounts. 'Most4of

this assistance provides eelief and care ofrefugees in

settlements in Costa Rica, Honduras, Mexico and Nicaragua. The

International Committee for the Red Cross, the Intergovernmeptal
Committee for Migration, and numerous church and pritvate volun-

tary organizations also provide assistance. Host government
contributions are primarily in the flOrm of land for.temptorary
settlements and sometmedical and educa-bion-suppost,..

U.S. REFUGEE POLICY

U.S. refugte loolicy emphasizes providing protection, along

with care, resettlement and repatriation assistance for refu-

gees in Central America rather than promoting resettlement
opportunities for them in the United States. U.S. policy also

emphasizes that the political, financial, and social burdens of

,refugee assistance be shared universally by the international

community.

The U.S. support efforts include providing lifesaving

assistance and ongoing care in countries where refugees. first

seek asylum and promoting voluntary repatriatiog when possibite.

The United States also supports programs designed to encourage
and maintain the tradition of the CentrAll American countries to

readily provideasyl o refugees. The administration believes
that because of e lo g-standing tradition in the region of
,granting refugi t .u ical exiles, there is no need for the

United States to p ide either asylum or resettlempnt for large

numbers of these refugees. As a result, for fiscal year 1984,

the U.S. refugee admissions ceiling' was reduced to 1,000 (down

from 2,000 to previous 2 years) for refugees from the Latin

16 a
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American and Caribbean regions. Until recently, ',however, no
Central. Alierican, had been admitted to the Onitee States as a

refugee. In the first half of fiscal year 1984, 93 Salvadorans

were admitted as refugees. Though -U.S. policy supports regional
resettlement efforts and assumes the existence of sufficient

regional resettlement opportunities, the United States has

reported that 14p to 500,000'Cegtral Americans have entered the
United States Megany in recent years.

.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPES AND METHODOLOGY

We reviewed the Department of tate's management and imple-

mentation of g.s. refugee policieA'and programs and its work
with internatAonal grganizations, primarily UNHCR, responsible

for assisting refugees in Central America and Mexico. We

examined- State's monitoring of U.S. funds and resources devoted
to relief of Central Americap refugees. We examined matters

including (1) care and`, protection of ref ugeEs, (2) promotion

of refugees self-sufficiency in countries of asylum, and

(3) encouragement of voluntary repatriation.
Ni.

. .

We also collected and summarized formation on the poten-

tial impact on the United States of large 'lumbers of Central

Americans migrating to this country and the-ahility of the U.S.

government tb respond to such immigration.
14

nformation on the

domestic impact of, undocumented or illegal- a 'ens was obtained

from previous GAO reportsVand other repcTts, wit data and dis-

cussions with' offidlais from the Departments of State and

Justice, the Office of Management and Budget, the Immigration

and NaturalizatPon Service (INS), and private orgapizations.

We Aid 'not question or assess the U.S. policy of depending

, pfimarily on international organizations to implement U.S. refu-

gee assistance in Central America. Furthermore, we determined

neither the extent to which such a policy' minimized overall

U.S. costsland direct bilateral involvement in iroviding such
assistance, nor if the international 'cummunity'equitably.skared
the costs of such assistance.

2The Indochinese Exodus: A Humanitarian Dilemma, (April 24,

I979 ID-79-20)
Illegal Aliens: Estimating Their Impact on the United

States, (March 14, 19801 PAD-80-22)
. Pros cts. Dim for Effectivell Enfo;ving Immigration Laws,

November 5, 1980; GOD-81-4)
Problems and Options in Estimating the Size of the Illegal

Alien Population (September 24, 1981; GAO/IPE-82-9)

Interpetional AstAstance to Refugees in Africa can be

Improved, (December 19, 1982; GAO/fD-63-2)
Greater Emphasis on Early Empjoyment and Better Monitoring

Needed Indochinese Relugee Resettlement Program,.

(March 1, -108S; GAO/HRD-83-15)

3
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Our work was done iillWashingtbn, D.0 .o Panama; Costa Rica;

Hondujas; 'Mexico; and Geneva, Switzerland from April to Novem-

ber 19,03. In Washington, we reviewed legtskation relevant to

U.S. refugee assistance policy and implementabion. We analyzed

data from troth State and the Agency for International Develop--

ment tAID), including program and budget slcwuments, reports, and

communications wish international organizations. 4e also talked

with officials of both. agencies and With the UNHCR-Washington

Liaison Office officials.

We selected for our.work those regional countries where
Most Central American refugees have sought asylum and assistance
and where the host goyernments and international organizations

reportedly provided such asylum and assistance. ,Among Central

,American countries, for example, Honduras and Costa Rica have

received and assisted the most refugees. t There are. also,

according to UNHCR, up to 120,000 Salvadorans and 40,000 Guate-

malans in Mexico.

In anama, we met with U.S. Embassy and AID officials and

reviewed r ports on the Salvadoran refugee camp at Ciudad.

Romero. Fi dwork .was conducted in Costa Rica and Honduras 4

where we reviewed mission files and held discussions with U.S.'

Embassy, AID, and hpst government (including military) otfi-

cials, as well as representatives of UNHCR and other inter-

national, church"; and voluntary organizations. In Costa Rica,

we visited the Los Angeles settlement for Salvadoran refugees

and the Tiliran camp for/ Nicaraguan refugees. In Honduras, we

visited the El Tesorb camp for Guatemalan refugees, the Salva-

doran refugee camps at Colomoncagua and Mesa Grande, th

Nicaraguan Ladino refugee sites at Jacaleapa and Teopasenti, and

the.'N'i car ag van' -Mi ek ito.-Indian..retagee. stettag.olOt.P.. .4 r..1. .

Mocoron. In Mexico we hel4discussions with officials in the .

U.S. Embassy,'UNHCR, and Heil-ban government. Ln Geneva we met

with U.S. mission to the United Nations and UNHCR officials.

'u We believe the composite picire presented in tills report

accurately describes U.S., host country, and international

organization assistance. to Central Amer.ican refugees. This

review was' performed in accordance with .generallyenerally accepted gov-

ernment auditing standards.

tar
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CHAPTER 2

CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES: THE

INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE

Political and economic instability in Central America since

the sate 1970's caused hundreds of thousands )of pe9ple to seek

asylum in neighboring countries and improVed living conditions

throughout the region and the %United States. Still others
remain displaced in thetr'own countries. Estimates of the ritui-

ber of refugees yari depending upon the source,-but according'to

UNHCR,' as many as 500,000 Salvadorans and thousands of Guatgma-

lans and Nicaraguans have fled their countries since 1979. As

of December 1983, UNHCR reported.that about 322,000 of them were

refugees. At that time, - Central American governments, 'the Mexi-

can government, and.' the international community were provilkng

asylum, care, and protection for only about 87,500. -(See app.

I.) The remaindek were dispersed throughout Central American
countries, Mexico,- and the United States seeking a livelihood

outside organized refugee assistance programs.

CAUSES AND MAGNITUDE OF REFUGEE FLOWS .

Central America's current refugee crisis stems from the

political and economic, events there during the past 20 years.

7 In the early- 1960's the expansion-and diversification.of the

agricultural sector and the development of the manufacturing

sector helped improve the economic conditions in Central

America. The. creation of the Central Americap Commop Market
enhaneedec9noTydevelopment by providing a regional market for

trade and encourag1'ri4 "economic integratiop among the member

court-tries.

n.the early to mid 1970's a series of economic and
evelopments caused drastic changes in Central America.

The 19.9 border war between Hodfluras and El Salvador created

political tensions in the region which tore at the seams of the

Common Market alliance and hampered regional trade and integra-'

tion progress. -The eventual breakdown of the Common Marketscon-

tributed to sloWer economic .growth rates throughout region.
i'Social discontent and opposition to the governmentstcreagedi

and groups throughout the region demanded changes in the poli-

tical and economic systems. Throughout the 1970's, increasing

opposiVon to the governments led to armed resistance movements,

primarily in El Salvador, Guatemala,, and Nicaragua.

El Salvador

kJ. Salvador, iith a population of., 4.5 million to 5 million,

.is the smallest bitt most densely pdtulated country in Central

'America. The country has an illiteracy rate of about 60 percent

and its unemployment tate- ranges between 40 and 50 percent.
Agriculture is the country's main source of revenue, tough most

5
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agricultural land is con rolled.by a wealthy few. These socio-

economic conditions cau d many Salvadorans to migrate over the

years. By the mid 19 O's, more than 300,000 had reportedly

resettled in Honduras.. Social tensions caused by the increasing

number of Salvadorans in Honduras-developed into a border war

known as the 1969 *Soccer Ware between the two countries. The

,Honduras, government forced most of the Salvadorans to leave the

country.

DeteritSfating socioeconomic' conditions were the primary

reason for many Salvadorans migrating initially, but political

violence and "insurgent activity in the-past few years have

caused others to leave. The military junta leaders who came

into power in 1979 recognized the need for change and promised

land reform and a more eguit'able distribution of -resources.

Demands for reform also came from guerilla forces and violence

throughout the country became widespread after 1980. The fight-

ing continues and has claimed over 35,000 lives. Extremes of

wealth and poverty, civil strife, violence, disruptions of ser-

vices, and an overall deterioration of the economy prompted

hundreds of thousands to flee the count y since. 1979.1 The

Department of State reports th as many las 400,000 others are

displaced and homeless in'El Sa vador.
1

Guatemala

Increasing violence and worsening economic and political

conditions over the past 3 years caused Guatemala to become a

major refugee-generating country.
In the late 1970's the econ-

omy of the 7.5 millionfpuatemalans began to falter. Inflation

is now high and about 35 percent of the population is unem-

ployed.

Increasing violence has caused many people to flee the

country. ' In the fall of 1981, Guatemalan government forces

stepped up their drive in the northwest part of, the country

ag inst guerillzOilroups trying to overthrow the goverhment.Con-
,
ti udd fighting co6bined with government policies have forced as

ma as 40,000 Guatemalans to flee into the Chiapas area of

Mex co. A small group of farm families also went south to Hon-

duras fleeing religious persecution.' While the Guatemalan gov-

ernment formally stated that it would welcome the return of

these refugees, few have chosen to return home.

According to State and ipternational organization reports,

an additional 100,000 to 500,000 persona are estimated to be

displaced within the country.

41The .Department of Siqte reports that as many, as 750,000

,
Salvadorans have left their country for economic reasons and

that as many as 500,000 of them have come to the United States

to seek better -jobs.

6
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Nicaragua

The 1978 and 1979 civil war in Nicaragult, ending in the
AoVnfall of the Somoza regime, caused over 100,000 people to
flee to Costa" Rica, Hondprat, and the United States. Half a

P million more in this country of 2.5 million .peOple were left

hdmeless. By 1980, many of the refugees had returned from
neighboring countries, though an estimated 40,000 were still

living n Honduras, Costa Rica, and theUnited States.

InA 1981, Nicarans again began fleeing their country's
deteriorating economic and Olitical conditions. The'civil war
left the country virtually bankrupt, and..economic recovery has
been slow. The inflation rate continues near 25 percent, while
te.unemRloyment reportedly affects about 30 percent of the pop-

ulation. These problems, along with continued fighting between
government and.guerilla forces, principally in the north central
region of the country and to a lesser extent in the southern
region, contiipe generating'tefugees. In the past,2 years, as a
result oF attempted forced resettlement and integration by the
government, more-than 15,000 Miskito Indians have sought asyltim
in Honduras' eastern, province. ' Thousands of Spanish-speaking
Ladinos have also left Nicaragua for Honduras, and thousands
more fled into Costa Rica.

ASYLUM-)IN CENTRAL AMERICA- -
INCONSISTENT AND GENERALLY RESTRICTIVE
COUNTRY-POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Comindn heritage, lan%page, and culture among the people-in

ale region and the relativelY"sm'ali-Tiumber-of people, seeking

asylum before 1960 made it easier for Central American countries
.to grant asylum to political refugees. The practice of granting
asylum was further bound by a series of treaties': the Havana *

Convention on Asylum (1928),.the Montevideo Convention on Poli-
tical Asyl4t (1933),, and the Conventions on Diplomatic Asylum}
and Territorial Asylum (1954). The ensuing barge refugee flbws
initiated by the Cuban exodus in the 1960s severely strained the;-1,

ability and willingness of countries to continue providing asy- Ll
him and assistance to refugees.

Economic and political problems in the asylum countries of .

,Honduras, Costa Riga, Nicaragua, and Mexico are?causing the gov-
ernments to redude assistance provided refugees and to dis-
courage them from resettling. In 1981, the Inter-American Com-

mission on Humin Rights reported that Latin American countries
had followed the tradition of granting asylum but that evente'
during the past 10 years have 'caused many to discohtinue their
."open door" asylum policies. Causes of this shift include the
larger nutber of people seeking asylum, greater levels of assis-
tance required by refutieesx-pirceived political threat of some
refugee groups, inadequacy of asylum country laws to deal with
mass atiy1um situations, and generally poor economic conditions

in the region. hs opposed to the traditional political exiles



who were. few in number and.generally educated', recent refugees
are arriving in lafge groups,.lack education and job skills, and
require increase materialand resettlement assistance.

All t. countries are experiencing serious economic
difficulties

he___

which hamper their participation in assistance
programs. The agriculture sectors, historically the motor for
economic growth, have been haid hit by the worldwide economic
recession and the restating-drop in export prices for their raw
materials and primary export products. Regionally, unemployment
and inflation rates remain high and foreign debts keep growing.
According.to the Inter-American Development Batik, in the past 3
years, all the traditional asylum countries have experienced
decreasing real rates of domestic.growth and increasing e?cternal
public debts. Prospect for near -term economic recovery'in the
region ae, not.promisinr. As a result, few of these countries
have the financial resour s to-provide for their ,own citizens,
much Less refugees.

Central American untries continue to provide refugees
asylum and some assistance but rarely do they allow refugees to

. resettle and work in the country. Generally,. these countries
adhere to many of the internationally accepted standards of
treatment of refugees,2 and there have been few cases of invol-
untary repatriation. However, governments' refugee policies are ,

inconsistent, resulting in major differences in the extent of
%assistance Provided and the rights and freedoms granted refu-

gees. These differences are making it difficult -for the' inter-
, national organizations which assist tefugees to find lasting

solutionseither bedomingset,V.sufficientrekett-linginthe:'- ea -- .....
asylum, country or a third country, or repatriating.

.1

A
Honduras

According to UNHCR, Hohduras provides asylum to 4' major
refugee groups from 3 neighboring countries: between 19,000
and 21,000 Nicaraguan Miskito Indians and.Ladinos, about 18,000
Salvadoraps, and about 1,000 GuateMalans. The majority of these
refugees are receiving assistance provided entirely by the
internationa community

-....., I

/

The Hon uran Npvernment grants asylum and generally is hos-
pitable toward refugees but does not officially grant them refu-
gee status. While it has not signed the U.N. Convention and
Protocol; it dpes permit UNHCR to determine who is eligible for
refugee assistance.. Officially,. the government does not allow
refugees-freedom of movement, the-right to work, or the pdtsibi-

1

lity of spontaneously integrating into the society. While these

I .

2These standardi are outlined in the United 'Nations .1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and the Proto
col Relating to the( Status of Refugees. of 31 January 1967, 0
hereafter referred to as the Convention and Protocol. .

8
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restrictions have .been lifted for most of the Nicaraguan refu-

gees, the strained relations with the Government of .El Salvador

prevent the Hondpran government"from. officially being more

receptive to all refugees. Honduran ,officials said the-govern-

ment would agree to "conditionalies sign the ti.N: accords deal-

ing with refugees' status And rights. According to the Honduran

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the governmept will agree to .most

of the conditions in.the Convention and protocol but will not

agree to grant,refugees (1) freedom of movement, (2) the right

to seek employment, and (3) naturalization. UNHCR officialt are
considering allowing the Honduran government'to sign the accords

with thede restrictions.

"2Salvadorans and Guatemaland are kept in closed camps under

the control and protection of the country's armed ,orces but

under the administration of UNHCR. The government, through a
multi-department commission, has indicated its willingness' to
allow the refugees to remain in the camps receiving inter-

national,assistance until a lasting solution can be found. The

government further emphasized that these refugees will hot be

allowed topermanently resettle in. Honduras and that they will

,be expected to return home when fighting in 'their homeland sub-

sides.

The government welcomes the _Nicaraguan Miskito Indians.

These .refugees are being resettled in the underdeveloped,

sparsely inhabited, and disputed northeastern p&vince of

Gracjas a i5ios. ,While the goimrnment has not officially stated

that they willbe allowed to stay indefinitely, the government

sees' the refugees as a vehicle to brAng...tbie..area..productivelic

into the Honduran economy. *le government also provides. them

rights denied the Salvadoransfreedom to move, work, and

resettle.

Uonduran government pol =icy toward the Nicaraguan Spanish-

speaking Ladinos is a mixture of policies toward the other refu-

gee groups in the country. While they are not officially

offered permanent resettlement opportunities or freedom of move-

ment, they are ,not kept in 'closed camps nor is their travel

restricped. While they are 'not given work permits, they are

also not discouraged from seeking work.

The country continues to_ support international refugee

assistance programs. Aside from providing some land for the

camps, direct assistance to refugees is limited to ,medical and

educational support.

Costa Rica

UNHCR reports that there are now over 16,000 refugees in

Cowl' Rica, including 10,000 from El Salvador. These figures,

however, do not include" all Central Americans ---estimated by the
r
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Costa Rican government tobe more than 200,000- -who, are liying

in the country, but, are undocumented. and are n t receiving
assistance.' Aside prom free schooling and medical are provided
by the government, assistance for documented

of
gees is paid

for bjUNHCR and the7/nternational Committee of th Red Cross.

Costa Rica has one of the most liberal asylu policies of
all countries in the region. As a signatory to the.U.N. Conven-'
tiontandProtocol, the government generally allows. fefugees to

do resettle there. Those officially recognized as refugees under
Costa Rican law receive all the social benefits and privileges
accorded its citizens--includThg ,free schooling and medical

care. ,Like in Honduras, however, ,few refugees are given work-
permits; rather they are- encouraged to participate in self -help

programs where.,they become self-employed in producing goods'
that do not compete with local markets. Except for the Nicara-
guans at Tilaran, refugees are also allowed freedom of movement
within the country. According to, government officials, the

location of the Tilaran camp/to nearby hydroelectric plant
makes the camp unsuitable as a pe manent site and-at present,
refugee movement. in and out of the camp is .restricted.

1 Mexico . .

Reportedly the largest namber of refugees are in Mexico.
Since 1982 UNHCR has continuously 'reported as mar as 120,000

m Salvadorans in Mexico, though their status and location are
uncertain. About 3,50.0 of them received limited assistance
prior' to 1983. The governmedt of 'Mexico- and embilaR also are
assisting between 35,000 and 40,000 Guatemalan Indians along the
southern Mexican border.

/
, -

it

r

The government 'h s neither agreed to the U.N. accords
relating to refugees por allowed private or church organizations

to aesist. refugees, The government also has not permitted
international oversight of the assistance programs; While off i-
cially stating that there are no "refugees in the country, the
government continues to recei0e and accept UNHCR funds to assist
Guatemalans in the southeastern part of the country. Also,
while the Guatemalan refugees in Mexico are repOrtedly receiving

some assistance, the-Salvadorans, no longer considered refugees
by the government, are not. The extent and effectiveness of
assistance and protection provided the Guatemalans wasoP"not

reported by either the Mexicarrgovernment or UNHCR.

Other countries

Nicaragua is now thehome for about 17,500 refugees who
led the conditions in El Salvador. In 1983, 4,000 reportedly.

r urned to El Salvador and another 3,500 moved to Costa Rica.
Ac rd' to UNHCR, the Nicaraguan goArnment provides refugees
with asic assistance and residency status. It also allows
refugees to work and treats them like Nicaraguan citizens. In

'1983 UNHCR estimated it directly assisted 2,400 of these refu-

gees.

10
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According to UNHCR, there are also upwards of 70,000 Salva-
dorans in Guatemala. Neither the governmentof Guatemala nor
UNHCR have any program's to assist these refugees.

U.S. ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS FOR
CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES

a

The Department of State has the primary authority and

responsibility for...administering U.S. refugee assistance pro-
grams. In Central America, like in other parts of the world,
State provides material assistance to refugees almost exclu-
shvely through international organizations, primarily UNHCR.

U.S. food assistance is normally channeled through the World
Food Program - -an international -program to distribute food for

the ne#dy worldwide. The United States offers little direct
assistance to refugees in Cbntral America.

The Bureau for...Refugee Programs in State is, responsible for

managing U.S. -interests in refugee assistance and promoting
lutio to refugee problems. The Bureau is further responsi-

bl for ensuring that U.S.-funded refugee assistance and

resettlement programs are effectively planned, programmed, and
ponitored. The major goals of the Bureau emphasize' using diplo-
matic channels to eliminate the causes of refugee flows and sup-
port the principle of the international. response to refugee
problems by placing maxim responsibility on international
otganizaions--primarily U CR. According to the Bureau, the
United Statesi'as a majorlonor to UNHCR, has responsibility

"to press for programmatic and operational
improvements in this organization so that it can
meet the basic needs of refugees for protection,
food, shelter and medical care while other more
lasting solutions to their plight are being

worked out."

Throughout our review, we noted that Refugee Bureau offi-
cials continuously, evaluated and monitored refugee conditions
and assistance programs in Central America and remained in close
contact with the UNHCR representatives.

Generally, the United States contributes about 30 percent
of the total budget for UNHCR refugee programs. Since 1982, the
United Stated has funded about one third of UNHCR programs in
Latin America. The U.S. share for fiscal year 1982 (excluding
food assistance) totaled x,$8.2 million. aThe United States
initially committed $5 million in fiscal year 1983 but because
of increasing program costs--due largely to increasing numbers
of refugees--and a greater need for assistance, state repro-
gramed $6 millio more; Fiscal year 1984 commitments have
remained at about $11 million.

World Food Program assistance for refugees in Honduras and
Costa Rica was about $600,000 and $1.14 millionin fiscal.years

11
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1982'and 1983, respectively. 1Some 25 U.S. "Ia.d Cenlral'American
church groups and other voluntary agencies provided another
undetermined amount of assistance. .In- addition, State and AID
jointly programed $20 million in 1984for displaced persons in
El Salvador dnd Guatemala. That U.S. assistance to displaced
persons, however, was not part of the international refugee
program.

U.S. Latin American Refugee Assistance
Fiscal Years 1982-- 1984

Category Fr 1982 FY 1983
(thousands)

UNHCR $8,200
World Food Program 60'O

Total $8,800

UNHCR REFUGEE. ASSISTANCE

FY 1984

$14000
1 140

$12,140===

$11,000
(unknown)

$11..,000
======

As previouslr noted, UNHCR provides various types of assivr
tance to refugee", including (1) emergency relief, (2) longer-
term care, and efforts to make refugees self-sufficient.
Emergency relief is provided to meet refugees' basic necessities
such as food, .potable water, shelter' (often tents), blankets,
clothing, 40 medical supplies. Once emergencies have ceased,
refugees often continue to require food, adequate sources of
'water, shelter and medical facilities, and schools. . This
'ongoing care and maintenance has historically represented the
major 'portion of UNHCR's assistance budget. UNHCR generally
subcontracts their program responsibilities to local government
entities, church groups, or voluntary agencies. UNHCR officials'
emphasize that their role is. to coordinate assistance programs
rather than manage and implement them.'

During the ongoing assistance phase, UNHCR, in conjunction
with the asylum country government, tries to make refugees
self-sufficient, thereby reducing their burden on the host coun-
try and the international community. For example, food pro-
duction, a component of self-sufficiency, is encouraged. This
requires that refugees have adequate land to farm, seeds to sow,
tools for tilling and harvestinge and technical assistance. In
addition, some refugees are assisted in'other income-generating
projects.

UNFICR's preferred 'solution to refugee problems (though the
most difficult to achieve) is voluntary 'repatriation.. Refugees
generally prefer not to return-to their homelands until the con-
ditions which caused their flight have either been significantly
altered or eliminated. When refugees yefuse to return home for
fear of persecution (or other reasons), UNHCR continues, to pro-
vide assistance or attempts to resettle them in the countrigs
wheje they first sought asylum or in a third country.

. 12



In seeking resettlement solutions, UNHCR has determined
that its obligation to refugees has been satisfied by providing

assistance (usually within a camp or settlement) until they
become self-sufficient and are nor longer a serious drain on
asylum _countrir resources. After achieving basic' levels

self-sufficiency, UNHCR terminates its assistance and prefers to

leave the task of economic and, social integration of refugees to
other U.N. agencies: or other donors.

Since the current refugee situations in Central America
began, most ofUNHCR's assistance has .consisted of ongoing care

of refugees. In the absence of immediate opportunities for
repatriation or third country resettlement, UNHCR plans' to
assist refugees through local integration. and self-sufficiency

projects. Since 1981, UNHCR assistancelin Central Amer.ican and

Mexico has doubled from $12.5 million in calender.year 1981 to
about $25 million planned for 1984.

4i
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CHAPTER 3 .

REGIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND ASYLUM LIMITED,

BUT SOME REFUGEE CONDITIONS IMPROVING

Refugee assistance programs in Central America imroved in

1983 due primarily to

--improved-working relationships between UNHCR
and the asylum country governments,

'--increased commitments by UNHCR to resolve

refugee problems, and

--continued U.S. and international community
diplomatic and financial support for

\

refugee 1

programs.

-During our visits to refugee camps and settlements in Costa

Rica and Honduras, we found that the extent of emergency relief

Apd ongoing care provided gene'rilly met those refugees' basic

needs. UNHCR efforts have also resulted in improv

i

protection

--7:a
of refugees in these -countrieh. In Honduras, wh e such p

tection has historically been a problem for Salvadorans s and

Guatemalans, few incidents of refugee mistreatment were reported

iri the past'year.

While conditions at refugee camps and settlements are

improving, asylum country policies and program restrictions con-

tinue o limit the overall effectiveness of such assistance and

i
protec ion: efforts. Furthermore, political instability 'and

civil trife in refugee countries of origin makes, repatriation

most difficult. These restrictions make it difficult to find

lasting sOlutionprto.refugee problems.

HONDURAS--REFUGE DS MET
UNDER VARYING CONDI ONS

Living conditions and the extent of international assis-

tance and, government support for the four major'refugee groups

in Honduras vary greatly. The 13,000 Nicaraguan Miskito Indians

in eastern Honduras are being permanently resettled a are

becoming self-sufficient UNHCR's plan to phase out ass stance

to them is generally on schedule. The over 18,000 encam ed Sal- *

yadorpn and 460 Guatemalan refugees receive sufficient f od and

shelter. They ?Ire, boweVer_s_ denied freedom to leave the camps

and to seek employment, and the lack of Sufficient farm land

prevents their becoming. agriculturally self-sufficient. Of the

estimated 8,000 Nicaraguan Ladino refugees in southern Honduras,

only 2,500 are receiving assistance.' kn contrast to Salvadoran

and Guatemalan refugees, the Ladinos' living conditions are

poor --- overcrowded housing and inadequate health care--but they

are allowed to move freely throughont the country and employment

restrictions are not enforced.

a
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UNHCR provides all these refugees ongoing care until they

can find a lasting solution to their plight. Currently, reset-

tling the Miskito Indians in,Honduras is the only program in the

region for which an end of assistance is in sight for UNHCR, the

asylum country, and the donors.
416 4

Before March 1983, a multitude of problems hindered assis-

tance efforts which were directed by the UNHCR regional office

in San Jose, Costa Rica. Some of the problems contributed to

strained working relationships between UNHCR, international

donors, and the Honduran government. The regionally managed

program, was criticized by the Costa Rican goVernment and the

United States for its lack of planning and high costs. As a

result, in April 1983, the San Jose office was relieved of its

resporisibility for the Honduras program and the UNHCR rvpresent-

ative in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, began reporting directly to

UNHCR Headquarters in Geneva. By assuming a more direct and

operational (versus coordinating) role in providing assistance

to refugees, UNHCR's assistance programs have improved notice-

ably.

Salvadoran and Guatemalan refUgees-2

basic needs met but camps confining

and their locations troublesome

The pproximately 18,000 Salvadoran refugees at the

Colomonca ua/San Antonio and Mesa Grande camps and the 460

Guateiala refugees.,at the El' Tesoro camp were receiving

sufficient food and shelter and their medical and other basic

needs.were ng met. The assistance workers at the camps con-

firmed that refugees received better nutrition and health care

than the local population.1 Also they received training in

local crafts and actively participated in self-help, agri-

cultural and workshop programs.

These refug4es, however, were confined to the camps, and

could not transport their crafts to local markets. They also

could not become' agriculturally self-sufficient because of the

lack of sufficient arable land. These closed camps contributed

to social problems among the refugees, especially those who had

been there for extended periods and for whom no near-term solu-

tions to their problems were evident.

UNHCR assumed an active coorilinating role in the Salvadoran-

camps in 1982 and appears to have established an effective

organizational structure to meet refugees' basic' and longer term

needs. A permanent UNHCR* staff is resporisible for overall

program coordination and ref ugeetprotection. In addition, UNHCR

1UNHCR officials acknowledged that, cpntrary.to UNHCR goals,

refugees in the camps are rveiving more material and health

assistance than most of the local population. They note,

however, that current assistance levels are justified to

compensate for camp restrictions which greatly reduce refugees

overall quality of life.

1; 15
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.contracted with three nongoVernmental agencies--the Catholic
Episcopal Conference (CARITAS),. 'the Mennonite Church, and the
Catholic Relief Service--to operate social,' technical, and work-

shop programs, respectively. A French agency, Medecines Sans

Trontieres, assists CARITAS in managing the health and sani-
tation programs, while some local agencies assist with the

nutrition centers eirai-.1operating the water and agriculture

projects. Refugees were being trained in woodworking, shoe-

making, tin-smithing, sewing, and hammock-weaving workshops to
reduce their dependency and to ptepare them to-return home.

The proximity of the camps to the Salvadoran border ilde
ensuring the protection and security of the refugees difficult.
Since the large number of Salvadoran refugees began entering
Honduras 1980 and 1981, the bond r remained a highly insecure

area. Refugees in these camps 1i d in constant fear of camp
raids. According 'to U.S. .a d international officials,
incursions, harassment, and even flings were common.

By the end of 1981, the continued violence caused UNHCR,

in conjunction with the Honduran--.government, to initiate a

relocation program to move the 12,000 refugees from La Virtud
and Guarita camps further inland to a new camp, Mesa Grande.
Only 7,000 chose. to move; the remaining refugees returned to El
Salvador or went elsewhere. Mesa Grande was designed to be a
restricted rural resettlement for up to 2,500 refugees, but the

new arrivals extended the camp's population to over 10,000. The

Guarita and La Virtud facilities were converted to border
reception-centers for new refugees.

Before establishing Mesa Grande, voluntary agencies working
in the area charged the Honduran government with repressing the
refugees and undermining the authority of the UNHCR. Since theh

UNHCR increased its staff, conducted special seipinars with the

Honduran army on the treatment of refugees, and generally
improved its relations with the government. As a result, since
mid-1983, serious incidents between the army and the refugees
have been virtually eliminated at the camps.

Efforts by the Honduran government and UNHCR to relocate-

camps further inland continue. UNHCR estimates the cost of mov-

ing the 2major camps 'tq be nearly $13 million. However, UNHCR

does not want to relocate the refugees to another "Mesa Grande"

because of the high moving costs and because refugees will

remain restricted. Further, the refugees themselves do nbt want

to move, fearing Honduran authorities and believing that reloca-,

tion further inland would not improve their liviring conditions.
UNHCR officials told us that prerequisites for such 'moves now
include provisions for greater freedom of movement and access to
markets for refugees and more land. These conditions met, the
refugees could become Agriculturally self-sufficient, thereby
reducing overall assiitance costs and justifying the initial

moving costs.
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After 2 years of, -negotiations between the Honduran gov-

ernment and UNHCR, little progress, has been made in finding ,

acceptable relocation sites. The government continues to

restrict movement and employment opportunities for these refu-

gees and, as noted in chapter 2, conditions its signing the

U.N. Conventi9n and Protocol, on maintaining these restric ions.

As a resultk, lifting of sucWrestrictions appears unlik

prospects'1are not good for the hear-term relocation .o these

camps.

The 460 Guatemalans at El Tesoro camp--5 miles from the

Guatemala border- -are confronted with problems similar td those

of the Salvadoran refugees. ,Their physical needs are generally

met, but they are housed in a small closed camp (about 30 acres)
q

with no freedom of movement_ or access to local market .

Sufficient' arable land is not'available for them to cultivate

and thereby become self-sufficient. Their basic needs continue

to be provided by international and voluntary organizatilons.

The government and UNHCR desire to relocate the camp away from

the border but, as with the Salvadoran camps, the near-term

prospects are dim for obtaining sufficient arable land and

lifting the existing restrictions on refugees.

We observed the living conditions at the camp to be good

compared with local Honduran standards. The refugees received

sufficient food and their shelter, education, and health facili-

ties seemed ailequate. They participated- in small projects and

attended classes in making shoes and tin and wood products. We

observbd no major nutrition or health problems:

Confinement to the very small El Tesoro camp is contri-

buting to social problems among the refugees. Reports of fight-

ing among the refugees were increasing, and UNHCR officials were

concerned that the relatively stable conditions within the camp

would not continue indefinitely. We believe that, like ',the

Salv'adorans, the movement of the Guatemalan refugees to a

similar closed camp further inland' will not solve their pro-

blems.

Assistance scheme for Nicaraguan Ladino
refugees is no longer adequate

At the time of our visit, UNHCR, through the Honduran RedP

Cross, was assisting about 2,000 Nicaraguan Ladino refugees near

the southern border town of Danli.2 Another 6,000 Ladind8 in

the area were not receiving assistance. The assisted Ladinos

were placed in rented houses in two villages. Their living coh-

ditions seemed worse than those of the qther refugee groups in

2Ag of December 1983, the number of Ladino refugees seeking

assistance had increased to about 2,500 and was increasing at

the rate of 200 per month. UNHCR was attempting to obtain land,

to resettle the refugees in the area. Due to funding problems,

however, prospects for 41, obtaining it were unclear.



,Hondura6. This situation stems, in part, from their more recent
arrival in Honduras, UNHCR delays in proviVng assistance,
limited available houlting, and problems experienced by the local
operating agency.

The refugees began arriving in Honduras in May 1982, mal-
nourished and with high incidents of disease, mainly tuber-
culosis and internal parasites. While UNHCR took 5 months to.
determine refugee eligibility,' these problems persisgke Unsan-
itary and highly overcrowded conditions (average 34 sons to
small 2-bedroom house) made it difficult to improve health con-
ditions.'' Initially CARITAS provided( the Ladifsos emerclency.
assistance, while UNHCR officials debated - -whetherl these people
were true refugees eligible for UNHCR-assi,stance. In October*
1982, UNHCR concluded that the!4Ladinos warranted assistance,.and
in December, with'the\ government's consent, agreed to use 'the
Honduran Red Cross to manage the assistance program.

With UNHCR funds, the Red Cross began renting houses, pro-
viding logistical support to voluntary workers°, and overseeing
the health facilities. Beds, furnishings, and clothing were
made by the refugees in carpentry and tailor shops irr"the
towns. For the Red Cross, CARITASmfnages the education and
,social programs and the storage and distribution of incoming
World Food Program food.

The refugee housing in both villages has been exhausted,
according to UNHCR Officials. The extreme overcrowding and the
continued influx of refugees into the villages are creating
social problems,. Both the Honduran governmentoSnd UNHCR.recog-
nize the, need for an alterndte housing scheme to meet .current
and future refugee flows,into the area. The Honduran govern-
ment, however, has been. reluctant to provide sufficient arable
land in the province for a new resettlement site.-- According to
government officials, -because of existing poor economic condi-
tions in the area and the lack of, suitable land, attempts to
assist and provide lanclnfor refugeds cause serious domestic
problems. Fupthermor6,' neither UNHCR nor the government have
been ,able to agree on who will pay for and own ,land.

According to State and UNHCR offidials, the local Red Cross
has nbt effectively managed or coordinated the program. The
agency was unorganized and its volunteers were inexperienced for

the task. The health and sanitation conditions deteriorated due
to ao lack of full-tin, doctors, and food distribution was erra-
tic and uncontrolled.t Reportedly, adult' refugees were selling
some children's supplementary food rations. More recently, a

UNHCR program evaluation criticized the CARITAS staff and their
inability to manage food distribution.'

.ftspondirig tto a, UNHCR recommendation, in 1983 Medecines
. Sans Frontieres assumed full-responsibility for health and sani-
tation services idnithe area and assigned a doctor and two nurses
to assist the refugees in the two They have sirtce

est4blished health and nutrition centers Andstarted a .supple-
mentary feeding program for the malnourished children. In com-
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menting on'eur draft report-, State considered these changes in

the past 6 mont as significant program improvements and noted

that while bleats remain, the direction of the program is

positive.

Nicaraguan Miskito Indian resettlement
programs generally on schedule

The local resettlement
4
of the Nicaraguan Miskito Indian

refugees in Mosquitia--the easternmost province: of Honduras--is

progressing well. Though the initial response by UNHCR was

slow, impregsive progress haS been made ido the past year. The

Honduran government's positive-response and policy towar

development of the area contributed to successful assistance

resettlement.

Nicaraguan Miskitos along wit ew Suma and Rama Indians

(hereafter referred to as Miskitos) J'egan entering Honduras in

1981 when their Nicaraguan villages were destroyed by the San-

dinista forces. By 1983, more than 13,000 Miskitos had sought

refuge in the area and 10100 of them were housed in and around

the village of Mocoron. The others settled spontaneously in

other parts of the regioft, which is- sparsely populated by about

20,000 Hdhduran Miskitos.

UNHCR moved most of the Miskito refugees from Mocoron in

January and February 1983 and began a 3-year program to per-

manently resettle them in isolated, rural villages. World

Relief - -a private voluntary agency--manages the overall program,

and other agehcies, including edicenes Sans Frontieres, the

Peace Corps, Save the Children CARE, and the World Food Pro-

gram, are contributing to the e fort. There are 90 workers in

the, villages, including 70 from the voluntary agencies.

The UNHCR resettlement program calls for refugees to be

agriculturally self-sufficient after their first twq crop cycles

and for food distribution to be systematically phased out.

Though much of the first rice crop was lost to flooding, offi-

.. cials anticipate that most of the refugees will achieve self-

sufficiency by the end of this period. They plan to stop pro-

viding assistance in 1984 as the Miskitos reach self-

sufficiency.

While the remoteness and harshness of the .region creates

logistical and health problems, generally the refugees are

receiving adequate material assistance and the resettlement pro-

gram is progressing on schedule. The Honduran government allows

the .refugees unrestricted freedom of movement, provides them

land-(use, but not title), and unofficially accepts their full

and permanent integration into' the ,legion. World Relief also

established an integrated educatiop program with the local

population, which. will eventually h4 managed by the Honduran

governmedt. UNHCR plans to completely phase out its re'ief

program by the end of 1984. World. Relief, through a project

funded by an AID grant, Olen laans to continue providing
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development assistance in eduCation, health, and agriculture for
the entire region.

k

COSTA RICA--REFUGEE SELF-SUFFICIENCY
AND LOCAL INTEGRATION NOT NEAR

Increasing economic problems in Costa Rica are contributing
to the government limiting assistance and job opportunities to
refugees. Salvadorans in the UNHCR-designed' "model" refugee
village of Los Angeles appear well cared for but are not becom-
ing. self - sufficient. The 'Nicaraguans confined, in the .small

(Tilaran camp are also being well cared for but have no opportun-
.ity to attain self-sufficiency in ,this temporary facility.
UNHCR and Costa Rican efforts to help another 6,500 refugees in
the urban areas to become self-sufficient were-limited.

Estimates of the number of documented and undocumehted
.refugees in Costa Rica are' unverified. At the time of our visit.,
in September 1983,,UNHCR repoited that over.16,000 documented
refugees.were in'Costa Rica- -more than half receiving assib-
tance. About 15,000 were living, in and around the capital city
of San Jose and, of these, 10,000 are believed to be Salva-
dorans. An additional 1,000 Salvadorans.and'Niaaraguans were in
camps in the northern and eastern part of the.coudEry,

According to government officials, 200,000 more migrants
were undocumented and were sepntaneously integrating into the
local economy. Only limited Information is'available on their
location and status. In an attempt to better danagn assistance
programs, the government encourages these people to identify
thgmselves to local authorities. ,

Refugee assistance programs, including thope pt the threp
rural camps and woOk projects: in the urban San Jose valley, are
financed almost entirely by UNHCR3 and are managed by the Costa
Rican government's Instituto Mixto de Ayuda- Social. . In
September 1983, about 7,550 of the over 16,000 documented
refugees were being assisted'by UNHCR--6,500 in the urban areas
and 1,000 in the camps.

3According to 'State, The- Intergovernmental Committee for
Migration provided $450,000 in 1982-83 to assist refugees.
The Costa Rican government provides refugees with free
education and health services.
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Refugees in Costa Rica

Location Total *
,

Assisted by UNHCR

San Jose/urban areas 15,000 6,500

Camps:
Los Angeles 380 .

380

Tilaran 500a 500a

Limon 150a . 150a

Total 16,030 7,530
=2=Z= =====

aBy April 1984, the number of Sicaraguan refugees at/Tilaran and

. Limon settlements had increased to over 4,000.

Most of the UNHCR assistance was for ongoing care, although

some refugees were receivpg help to integrate into` the local

economy. The extent of international assistance, dbupled with

the government's social services (provided to all persons in the

country), affords refugees livipg-conditions equal to or better

than those of much of the local ,population. Providing protec-

tion for refugees has not been a problem.

Economicdiffidaties in. the country, the loss of jobs to

the large number of.undocumented immigrants, and the notion that

assistance is being pfovided the Salvadorans and other refugees

has created negative reactions toward refugees and increased

social tensions in Costa Rica. As a result, the -government

placed,new restrictions on refugees' entry into the country,

employMente.and eligibility for assistance, Even though UNHCR

is-financing programs to help refug s integrate, the government

does not allow refugees. to be cam' yed in occupations that com-

pete with local residents.
.

.

Urban.,_self-sufficiency programs for
Salvaboran refugees are limited .

UNHCR provides ongoing care for about 6,500 of the urban

refugees in the San Jose villey'in central Costa Rica. In 1982

and 1983, through its implementing agency, CARITAS, about.800 of

these were helped to start smal). self-sufficiency enterprises.

The prograM offered up to 6 months of technical and financial

assistance, in developing. income-generating businesses and

trades, such as clothing, furniture, p inting, handicrafts, and

sitoys. UNHCR believes that 'when ,,the e refugees become self-

sufficient, it can phase out Its"Ws 'stance for basic care and

maintenance. According to UNRCR, it plans to provide similar
,

assistance in 1964 to about 1,500 refugees.

p.

The assisted refugees did, not become self-sufficient during

the itial programmed period and, as a result, UNHCR cannot

phase ut its ongoing assistance. Only about 12 enterprises can

be sidered viable. UNHCR officials recognize that the

effor s in this field have been only partially successful and
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have had only 'a limited effect on the overall refugee situa-
tion. According to UNHCR, problems have included (1) the local
implementing agencies' difficulties in managing complex integra-
tion activities and'(2) existing government employment restric-
tions limiting opportunities for refugees to effectively

integrate,

Refugees at settlements not
becoming- self - sufficient

Assistance programs at the two major refugee camps in Costa

Rica, though meeting refugee m4p6rial 11141 health needs, were not
enabling refugees to become self-sufficient. Also, the assis-
tance provided Salvadorans at the Los Angeles settlement is

extensive and costly. ,Nicaraguan refugees at the Tilaran camp
continue to be in a.staEe of transition, and plans for their
relocation to the southern border are not materializing.

Los Angeles--costly "model" settlement
should not be repeated

the rural settlement of s Angeles was designed to accom-
modate a maximum of 1,080- 4gees, and an adjacent reception
center was to bangle. lit) to 1-1000 more. At the time of our
visit, about 400 =iefugees were at the settlement. Under a

NovemberjApigreement between the government of Costa Rica,

-the local Red Cross; and UNHCR, the Red Cross was to manage the

project which was intended to make the refugees self sufficient
by mid-1983 and the settlement a model' for other refugee pro;
grams. To achieve this goal, UNHCR bought the land, financed
construction of facilities, and started several industries at
the farm-like settlement, includinga cattle ranch with 50 head

of cattle, a modern pig farm, a rabbit farm, and two chicken
farms--one each for eggs and poultry. Handicraft shops were
also started. The settlement also includes individual prefabri-

Cated houses, schools, dining halls, a church, a child care
center4 a general store, and a clinic.

The "model" settlement has not worked and has been severely

criticized. For example, an August 1982 report by a gioup of
government officials from Central American countries involved in

agriculture and refuge programs concluded that the approach
taken for this settlement should be abandoned-. The report noted

that poor planning contributed to its high cost, especially for

housing construction and unnecessary infrastructure. Detailed

soil., surveys and land evaluations on the potential productivity
of the hilly and rocky terrain were not conducted. These prob-

lems, along with the shortage. of agricultural labor- -most of the

SalVadorans were children and elderly people--impeded reaching

the desired levels of production. To overcome these and othet

problems, in November 1982, the Instituto Mixto de'Ayuda' Social

assumed full responsibility for managing the project.
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Costa Rican and U.S. officials also have questioned the
project's high costs. The $6,000 per capita cost to construct
the village and associated projects ,represents the most expen-
sive refugee project UNHCR has, supported worldwide. An official
of the Costa Rican Ministry of Agriculture told us in May 1983
that cost analyses of the industries at the settlement were`
needed to determine which are efficient and profitable. Such

analyses have not been done.

In September 1983, we observed that many of these Problems
continued to impede refugee self-sufficiency. The pig and
chicken farms were operating but were not self-:supporting. The
number of cattle was down to 25 headmany had recently been
stolen. Furthermore, even if the soil were of good quality,
only about 20 percent of the settlement's population was 0E, the

age and ability to farm productively. Also, the hilly and rocky
lay of the land, we were told, was not suitable for effective
production. UNHCR officials agreed that prospects for refugees
becoming self-sufficient in the near term were not good and that
UNHCR would need to continue providing care and maintenance
assistance to the Salvadorans at the Los Angeles settlement.

Tilaran--alternative locations sought

The Tilaran refugee camp was establiiped and continues to
serve as a temporary facility--a transit center for Nicaraguan
refugees. Having, previously housed construction workers at the

nearby hydroelectric dam and plant, the barracks-like buildings
can accommodate up to 1,500 refugees. At the time of. our
September 1983 visit, there were 600 Nicaraguans at the camp.
Nearly half had entered during the previous 2 weeks. By mid-
November, however, we learned that the influx of Nicaraguans had
greatly surpassed the facility's capatity.

The refugees are not permitted to leave the camp and,
except for a small garden project, UNHCR provides all their
food, clothing, and shelter. We found the living conditions at
tile camp to be adequate; it was clean and well organized and had

few health problems.

For national security reasons and t plan for long-term
refugee needs, efforts have been under way to resettle these
refugees tto southern Costa Rica near the Panama border. These
efforts have not been successful due to the absence of an
acceptable replacement site and unresolved disputes on who will
pay for the land and how assistance will be shared with the
local population. However, until a new location isoAgund and

the land bought, the Nicaraguan refugeet will continue to depend
almost entirely on the international community for support.

MEXICO--GOVERNMENT POLICIESSERIOUgLY
LIMITING ASSISTANCE EFFORTS

Recent government of Mexico policy changes toward refugees
and other migrantsespecialky Salvadorans' and Guatemalans--
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haye seriously hindered prospects jor,effectively assisting,

them. Oversight of UNHCR- funded government-run assistance pro-

grams for Guatemalan refugees is almost nonexistent. UNHCR

representatives have been granted only restricted access to the
refugee camps in the Chiapas region. Further, the absence of

more dependable estimates of the number of Salvadoran refugees

in the. country precludes any realistic assistance planning,by

UNHCR. As a result, these_ and future Salvadoran refugees can
expect little, if any, assistance or economic opportunities in

Mexico and many will be forced to seek opportunities elsewhere.
d.s. and Mexican officials recognize that the majority .of Salva-

dorans have 'sought, and continue to seek, such opportunities

-,fmainly in the United States.

'Government policies are becoming
increasingly restrictive

The Mexican government does not agree with the U.N. stand-

ards for refugees and has not signed the Convention and

Protocol. Furthermore, in the last 3 years the government's

policies. and programs. for refugees have becime increasingly

restrictive. For example, since 1982, funding of refugee assis-
tance programs has decreased as shown on the next page:

Calendar year Amount

1982 $1,800,000
1983 1800.00
1984 55,000 (estimated)

With the 1983 change in administrations came more changes

in Mexico's attitude toward' refugees and other migrants. The

previous Coordinator of the Mexican Refugee Commission was

replaced by the Director-General of the Migration Services, who

is concerned primarily with preventing migrants from entering

the country.4

Economic conditions in the country are severe, and the

present influx of refugees is creating problems fear the new

administration. The government is reluctant to provide much
assistance or any resettlement opportunities.. to migrants when
underemployment and unemploymene affect 40 percent of its popu-

lation. Also, some government officials are concerned about the

political problems associated with assisting refugMes .from

neighboring countries. .Furthermore, the government does not

/ have the legal means to deal with refugees as a formally

recognized group. . Salvadorans and Guatemalans are considered

4In commenting od a draft of this report, State said that the
Director of Immigration was recently relieved of his duties as

head of the Mexican Refugee Commission and replaced by a career

diplomat. ,Since then, State officials have been given permis-
sion to visit the camps in Chiapas.
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"temporary residents," since Mexico does not allow them to
remai for extended periods. We were told by the Assistant
Secre ary of Government as witll as the new Coordinator of the
Refugee CommisSion, that "there are no refu ees in Mexico,"
rather there are illegal or undodumented migr is.

-,;/

Neither State nor UNHCR has assessed recently the condi-
. timns of the Suatemalan refugees (or undocumented migrants in

Mexico). Wit UNHCR having restricted access to the Guatemalan
settlements in the Chiapas region, the initial attempts by U.S.
officials in 1983 to travel to that area of southern Mexico were
prohibited by the Mexican government. More recently, in January
1984, State officials were allowed into the area but only for a
limited and selective visit..

Extent of assistance for Guatemalan
refugees unknown due to restricted
access to settlements

4

Mexican government policies made it virtually impossible to
accurately determine if refugees are being,adequatkly assisted
and protected. Although UNHCR plans.to proltide up to S6 million
in 1984 to assist and protect the Guatemalan refugees, the
Mexican government has allowed neither UNHCR nor U.S. officials
unrestricted access to 'the settlements. Therefore, the Govern-
ment's use of UNHCR assistance funds could' not be fully
assessed. In January 1984, after repeated requests by U.S. gov-
ernment officials for permission to visit the settlements in the
Chiapas region, the-Mexican government granted U.S. officials
clearance to visit a few of the settlements.

In mid-1981, an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 Guatemalans
crossed into the Chiapas area in southeast Mexico and were
quickly deported. Thereafter, UNHCR began providing assistance
to Guatemalan refugees through the Mexico Refugee Commission.In
1982, about 20,000 refugees were in the area and received UNHCR-
funded emargency, assistance from the government agency. By
April 1984, State reported 'that the number of refugees had grown
to nearly 40,000. They now live in over 80 settlements along
the Mexico-Guatemala border. According to UNHCR, a high per-
centage Of these refugees are women and children who arrived in
poor condition and are living in a state 'or- ..extreme depriva-
tion. M§olariap.gastro-enteritis, and tuberdulodis, are common
among them, and many suffer from malnutrition and anemia.

According to State and UNHCR reports, :logistics i)s the pri-
mary assistance problem. The settlements are in an inhospitable
area reached only by mules, bpats, or small planes. Some set-
tlements are several days travel from the nearest town. Because
of their locations, security at the ,settlements alithremains a
problem. Some of the settlements are within a mile of. the
Guatemalan border. According to recent reports, about 68 raids
into the camps in the past 2 years have left as many as 20 refu-
gees dead. Commenting on our .draft of this report in March
1984, State noted thit there have been no significant incidents
of incursions into the camps over the past several months.
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UNHCR and U.S. officials''restricted access to the settle-

ments and the limited oversight of assistance programs has

prompted some State officials to pebpose a reductiOn of U.S.
funds for UNHCR's assistance program in Mexico. UNHCR officials

say this response may prove counterproductive since. they believe
the Mexican government would pike to see all assistance to

Guatemalan refugees discontinued. They belieire a cut-off of
funds could only r uce assistance and justify further.govern-
Sent restrictions o assistance and international access to the
settlements.

Salvadoran refugee --thousands
unassisted

Since 1982 /UNHCR hap continuously reported that 120,000
Salvadoran reflees were in Mexico. The majority were belieVed
to be young and mobile and to be from semi-urban areas of El

Salvador. Only,/ about 3,500 were permitted to resettle in Mexico
although such /opportunities and other assistance mas-discon-
tinued in 1983. Furthermore, the Mexican government does not
allow voluntaty organizations and/or church .groups to assist
refugees., Accordipg....to U.S. and Mexi.pari officials, most of the
Salvadora's tfi'angft'through Mexico and enter the United States

illegally.
Whi e
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CONCLUSIONS_---

UNHCR and asylum governments' programs to assist refugees

in camps and settleients in Honduras and Costa Rica are ade-

quately meeting refugees' needs. Programs to make refugees

self-sufficient and efforts to find lasting solutions to their

problems, however, haiebeen less successful. C4htral American

countries and the international community generally are willing

to assist refugees, but individual government poligies result in

greatly varied and inconsistent levels of material assistance

and few resettlement opportunities. Ongoing pOlitiCal and

economic difficulties in the region could continue generating

refugees and may lead to- farther asyltimsknernment restrictions

on assistance and resettlement opportunities.

Because of Mexican government policies restKicting,U.S. and

international access to refugee settlements, we Were unable to

accurately:determine:if refugees were adequately ass.pted' and

protected.' While reports of poor living conditions,. disease and

malnutrition among the Guatemalan Yefugees continue, serious

economic difficultie6, including high domestic unemployment, has

resulted in a general reluctance on the part of the Mexican gov-

ernment to provide much assistance or resettlement opportunities

to these refugees.

Refugees in Central Amerida continue to place political and

economic strains on asylum governments lohich are already hard,

pressed to provide much assistance or economic opportunities.

In hopes of reducing the impact of refugees on the local popula-

tion, asylum governments have provided some land to be used by

refugeed for temporary, and usually restricted settlements. In

only a few instances'- are, refugees provided permanent resettle-

.

tegr ate into the local

economies.

UNHCR organization Arid program changes since 1982 have

improved assistance and protection programs throughout the

region. As a result, living conditions for some refugees have

also improved. Some projects, however, have not achieved their

objectives. The Is Angeles settlement in Costa Rica, for

example, is now recognized by UNHCR and others as an ineffective

approach to achieving refugee self-sufficiency

Repatriation and tfiird.country resettlement for Salvadoran

refugees will not happen soon. In addition, Honduran government

policies toward Salvadorans, including confining them to small

closed camps and restricting their employment and movement, are

making it difficult for UNHCR to promote other resettlement

solutions. We agree with UNHCR that unlesp movement and employ-

ment restrictions on the Salvadoran refugees at Colomoncagua/San

Antonio and Mesa Grande are eased, and unless additional farm-

land is provided_at new sites, movement of the-camps will not /

result in long-term resettlement solutions. We recognize the

political importance of the Honduran government acceding to the
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--------,---
U.N. Convention and Protocol. However, i f UNHCR allows the Hon-

duran government _ta_ condition the signing of these accoydsion.

maintaining its movement--and employment reStfiettonsisuch

action may sanction the government's limited efforts to ease

such restrictions and subsequent attempts to relocate the camps.

AGENCY COT= AND GAO EVALUATION
eo.-A

In commenting on a draft of this report, State noted-that

regional refugee assistance programs were improvihg and that the

total number of refugees assisted has remained stable over the

past several months. State commented ghat all refugees who have

__Aiought_JUNHCRAsAlatance in the region have received it and that

current assistance programi-iar m n m

continued migration outside the region. State also believes

that the tradition of hospitality and asylum continues to be

viable in Central America but is directly dependent on the will-

ingness of the international community to bear the cost of

assistance. (See'app. III.) We agree with State that UNHCR'

has not turned 'away persons requesting assistance. However,

UNHCR reports that large numbers of persons they consider to be

refugees are not receiving assistance in the region, including

thousands of Salvadorans in Mexico, Guatemala, and Nicaragua.

Further, the Salvadorans in Hondurasare provided only restric-

ted.asylum. Our work also shows that the extent or resettlement

opportunities and assistance in the region is currently insuf-

ficient due, in part, to the large number of. refugees and other

_emigrants, and asylum countries' serious economic difficulties

"'and policies.

State also toted that the lack of economic opportunities in

the region is probably the major factor that encourags employ-

ment seekers to migrate to the United States. (See Amp. III.)

We agree with tote that for- .e primary reason

for emigrating is the search for employment, the lack of

regional opportunities will encourage their flight to the United

States. For others, hoWever, we believe the lack of regional

refuge and.essistance may encourage such flight.

Referring to our observation about Honduran government

restrictions on Salvadoran refugees, the Department of State

commented that the U.S. government and UNHCR.hae fully endorsed

the Honduran government's December 1983 plan.. to 'relocate the

refugees further inland. State commented that the relocation

plans are well advanced add that the new site will permit

greater security, possibilities for food self-sufficiency, and

freedom of movement for the refugees (see app. III). UNHCR

officials. confirmed that they continue to support efforts to

establish the refugee camps away from the border but said the

Honduran government had note;.reedto ease existing restrictions

on the refugees, and specifi.".' '.,ditions' for the new camps have

not been established. For example, as of April 1984, there were

no regiments on such matters as who will' pay for the land

neede for the new camp sites or provide/for the security of the
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refugees, how refugees will be
of movement they will receive,

----markets.
addressed in a final agreement

cared for, the extent of freedom
or the refugees' access to local

document.
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CHAPTER 4

JUPW AND IMPASTOESENTRAL AMERICAN

IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES

Most official sources generally agree that since '14980,

Hundreds of thousands of Salvadorans have fled their country for

neighboring Central Americad countries, Mexico, and the United

States. The conditions causing them to flee still exist. Hun-

dreds of thousands more are said to be displaced and living in

refugee-like conditions in El Salvador and Guatemala. Continued

violence and civil strife there could cause more to flee and

be om refugees.

UNHCR officizhs acknowledge tnat the future for Salva-,

dorans in other Central AmeriCan countries and Mexico appears

bleak. As previously noted, only about 28,000 are being

assisted in Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. None receive

assistance in Guatemala or Mexico. U.S. and Mexican government

and private officials working in the immigration and refugee.

fields generally agree that a large number of thg unassisted

Salvadorans have migrated or are migrating toward the United

States. Restricted asylum, resettlement, and assistance oppor-

tunities throughout the region for Salvadorans may cause more of

them to move toward the United States in search of such oppor-

tunities and improved economic conditions: In commenting on our

draft report, State said that the lack of economig opportunities

either at home or within the region is probably the major cause

of Salvadorans migrating to the United States.

This chapter discusses the (1) link between the current

resettlement and assistance opportunities offered Salvadorans in

Central America and Mexico and their future migration to the

United States, (2) potential economic and social impact on the

United States of such migratory flows, and (3) U.S. plans for

controlling, large -scale immigration.

FUTURE RESETTLEMENT AND ASSISTANCE

FOR SALVADORANS IN HONDURAS SEEMS LIMITED

For Salvadoran refugees, asylum in Honduras means living

in small closed camps.with restricted freedom of movement and

limited opportunities to work. According to State officials,

the confining camps have, by design, acted as a deterrent for

new refugees.

UNHCR officials believe that accommodating more refugees at.

the Colomoncagua/San Antonio and Mesa Grande camps would be dif-

ficult. New refugees' housing needs could be met only by using

some of the land now under cultivation which would reduce over-

all agriculture production the camps. New settlement sites

for Salvadorans are proving hard to find. Due to the historical
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animosity toward Salvadorans and the belief that added assis-
tance will encourage new refugee flows, the Honduran governmOt
has been slow in providing resettlement opportunities for new
refugees. Governient officials Lte the scarcity 0f-14M-eft-the
primary constraint for accdtmodating future refugees.

CONTINUED FIGHTING IN NICARAGUA
PREVENTING SALVADORANS FROM FINDING
REFUGE THERE AND IN COSTA RICA

The flow of refugees from El Salvador into Nicaragua and
'Costa Rica has stopped in the past year. The fighting in
Nicaragua is causing many of those who sought refuge there
between 1980 and 1982 to leave the country. In 1982, UNHCR
estimated that there were .22,000 Salvadoran refugees in
Nicaragua with 100 new arrivals monthly. In 1983, their numbers
were down to 17,500. According-to State, this (*crease was due
to the voluntary return of the refugees to El Salvador or their,
migratign to Costa Rica.

`The traditional overland route of Salvadorans migrating to
Costa Rica. (through Honduras and Nicaragua) has been closed due
to the continued civil strife in Nicaragua. Constant skirmishes
between government and antigovernment forces caused the
Nicaraguan government to close its border with Honduras.
According to UNHCR officials, the closed border makes it vir-
tually impossible to reach Costa Rica by land and, as a result,
the .number of Salvadoraffg seeking refuge there has stabilized in
the past year. They do not expect any increases as long as the
northern border rema4nt closed. State officials also confirmed
that during 1983 virtually all the new refugees entering Costa
Rica were Nicaraguans.

4

_SALVADORANS AND.OTHER CENTRAL
AMERICANS CONTINUE TO ENTER HE_

UNITED STATES ILLEGALLY

The Salvadorans and other Central Americans continue their
attempts to enter the United States illegally according to INS
and Border Patrol officials. Furthermore, many officials fore-
cast that continued strife in the regio\ will likely cause the
number of people fleeing Central America to increase.

The numbers of_ migrants, from El. Salvador, Guatemala, and
Nicaragua traveling acvoes neighboring countries and through
Mexico into the United States are subject to dispute. Ite
extent and resulting impact of their continuing migration are
also not clear. According. to the INS, however, Salvadorans
represent the largest number of non-Mexican illegal aliens
entering the United States. In a March 1983 report, the
Congressional Research Service stated that

By most estimates, ,several thousands of
SalOadoreans currently arrive in the United

k
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States undocumented, continuing .a pattern of

illegal migration that has existed for a number

of years. The U.S. Immigration and Naturalizat-

ion Service currently apprehends over 1,000

undocumented Salvadoreans monthly, but the agency'
believes that this may reflect only about one
fourth of. the total entries."

-The rate of apprehensions at the United States-Mexico

border has since increasectr For example, in the first 9 months

of fiscal year 1983, INS apprehended an average of about 1461

illegal Salvadorans monthly. Though the number of undocumented

Salvadorans residing in the United-Ss is unknown, official

estimates ranged from 100,000 to 500,000.

Guatemalans also are believed to represent a-large portion

of the total number of Central Americans migrating to the United

States. In 1981 and 19821- the INS apprehended an average of 340,

illegal Guatemalans monthly. In the first 9 months. of fiscal

year 1983, INS apprehended an average of over 40Q illegal

Guatemalans monthly.

Informationron those that enter the ited States (i.e.

age, sex, marital- status, educational backgrtn4) is scarce but,

according to State .and INS statistics, some general observations

have been made about the Salvadorans. A 1983 State Department

X. survey of Salvadorans that fled toward the United States

revealed that most were young single males with few technical

skills. Most left El Salvador unemployed and had few political

affiliations. INS data on Salvadorans apprehended and detained

'at California's gl Centro Detention Center in September 1983

also shows that an overwhelming majority were young (around 20

to 30 years of age) single males. INS officials also confirmed

that many came with few technical rills.

IMPACT OF IMMIGRATION ON THE
UNITED STATES REMAINS UNCLiAR

Tit

Limited assistance and restrictive resettlement opportun-

ities for refugees and migrants in Central America and Mexico

may promote their continued migration to the United States. The

potential economic and social impact of large numbers of refu-

gees or illegal immigrants. from Central America, on the United

States is unclear. Their kmpact will depend on erous eco- 4Y°

nomix and social factors for'which little, if any, rel ble data

is now available.

A general consensus among public and private officials in

the field, however, is that their impact ill depend largely on

the legal status and rights given these.pe le by the U:S. got,-

ernment. Such a determination, they say, may be driven by the

number of Central American migrants, their arrival schedle, and

the locations at which they seek to enter and resettle.v If the

migrants' arrival is sudden d massive and is concentrated
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at a few locatiOns--similar to the Cuban/Haitian boatlift to
/south Florida in 1980--the U.S. government, may consider giving
them a legal status, i.e., as entrants. %However, if they come
across the border in a continuous, steady, and more controllable
flow into various states, the U.S. government could maintain its
current policy to declare them illegalimmi nts ond thereby
not provide them, assistance or resettlement o portunities.

Resettlement costs for refugees
and entrants have been high 4

Historically, the costs of assisting and resettling refu-
gees or entrants in the United States haye been high and have
included public cash assistance and expenses for education,
health care, and otherisocial services. The assistance and
resettlement costs for Salvadorans entering the United States as
refugees or migrants also could be high.

The United States admitted a total of 256,549 refugees in
198) and 1982--mostly from Southeast Asia. A recent Office of
the U.S. Coordinator for Refugee ,Affairs study determined that
in *seal years 1981 and 1982, federal, state and localllovern-
ments spent (1) about $3 billion to process, receive, ana assist
many of these refugees and (2) over $830 million to resettle
125,314 Cuban. and 7,200 Haitian entrants in the United States.
A similar study done by a eivate organization- -the Federation
for American Immigration Reform--estimated the 2-year costs for
providing for these entrants to be at least $1.18 billion.

'fhe public sector's costs for resettling refugees and
entrants were borne primarily by the federal government though
in 1981 and 1982, state and local governments spent about
$546 million, mostly for education.

The greatest federal resettlement expenses were for cash
(including Aid for Families with Dependent Children and Supple-
mental Security Incomer and medical assistance (including.Medi-
caid). In 1982, for example, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) reimbursed states over $450 million.to cover
their rash assistance payments and $296 million for their medi-
cal assistance costs. These amounts represented 75 percent of

-*the $993.9 million the Department spent to assist refugees
(primarily Indochinese) and entrants .14

t 1
Social services, .including orientation programs, transla-

tion, English language and vocational training,-employmenticoun-
seling, and job placement, are also costly. In fiscal year
1982, the Department'srOffice of Refugee Resettlement reimbursed
the states over $67 million for these and other social services
necessary to resettle refugees.

In testimony before the House Judiciary Committee in June
1983, a State of Florida official highlighted some of the

e
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effects that Cuban and Haitian entrants had on the Dade County
school system. -

irTo provide an appropriate program which will
meets the refugee st4dents' educational, psycholo-
gical and adjustment needs and which' will. provide

appropriate classroom space and transportation to
and frOm school fbr eligible studentg, the Dade
County PubliosSchools has estimated it-will have
to expend more than 17 million dollars in the
1983-84 school, year. This includes funds for
special programs such as English for speakers of
other languages and basic skills and curriculum.
content instruction In home languages, as we as

the services of bilingual counselors, psych
gists, visiting teachers and other support per-,
sonnel."

In dommdhting on the drift of this report, the Department
of Justice cited as other "significant" resettlement and social
expenses the costs of detaining certain illegal entrants in fed-

eral criminal facilities. Also, referring to this section
fed-

eral
that draft, MIS commented that we were silent concerning off-
setting conitributions of the refugee population to the American
economy and\noted that the annual taxpayments of refugees who
hate been in the United States an average of 5 years "equal more
p.han one sixth of the annual cost of the refugee resettlement
/program."

Impact of illegal aliens in the
United States not quantified

While reports on specific refugee resettlement programs are
available and federal, state and local budget data can be sum-
marized; sufficient data has not been compiled to accurately
quantify the full domestic impact of undocumented, or illegal,
Central America immigrants in the United. States. Furthermore,
authorities disagree about their domestic impact. There is also
a scarcity of data on their number and socioeconomic character-
istics. As a result, assessments.,9f their impact have been, and
continue to be subjective.

Economic problems

Large numbers of illegal aliens can have a wide ranging
impact on the United States. Unlike refugees and entrants,
illegal aliens do not present formal resettlement costs. .1464ter-:

theless, their presence has been noted in communities where they
compete for jobs; use existing health care and public education
facilities; and in some cases, create. social tensions. A GAO
report, entitled' Illegal Aliens: Estimating their Impact on the
United States (PAD-80-22-, Mar. 14, 0-8b), noted thaI-based on
available studies:
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--Illegal aliens are employed in low-skilled and
unskilled jobs that most legal workers may be
unwilling to _take.

- -A' substantial number of illegal aliei receive
less than the minimum wage.

--A small percent of all illegal aliens receive
federal social services, although they pay
federal, income and social' security taxes.

--Certain "$irban centers and the Southwest are
mostly affected by the unique social, eco ic,
anti` environmental circumstances due to
concentration of illegal migrants and/or their
proximity to the border. r-
In a 1981 report, the United States Select Commission on

Immigration and.....Refugee Policy also said that there is no"con-
sensus among researchers about the extent to which illegal
aliens (1) use social services,-(2) displace American workers,
(3) depreSs wages, or (4) affect U.S. law and society. Although
the Commission could not quantify the impact, it recognized
that:

"Some U.S. citizens and resident aliens who can
least afford it are hurt by competition for jobs
and housing and a reduction of wages and stand-
ards at the workplace. The existence of a fugi-
tive underground class is unhealthy for society
as a whole and may contribute to ethnic ten-
sions. In addition, widespread illegality erodes

1.

confidence in the-law enerally, and immigration
law specifically, while being unfair to those who
seek to immigrate legal y."

Illegal aliens affect mostly` state and local governments
which must prqvide everyone with health care and public educa-
ton. In June 1983 testimony before the Subcommittee on Health
and the Environment, House Committee an Energy and Commerce,
a California representative of the National Association of
Counties reported that at local hospitals

"Seven percent of the inpatient case load and 8%
of the outpatient case load are found to. be ille-
gal aliens, amounting to $2.3 million in bad
debts for this fiscal year. These bad debts
account for half the hospital's total bad debts..
During this year, 563 illegal aliens have been
admitt at an average cost per stay of $3,736."

.0, Illegal aliens also place a strain on public scill
2 e;

sys-
tems. In Washington, D.C., for example, the approximately 1,600
children of jllegaL Salvadorans enrolled in the Public schools-

1,4 )
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in 1983 created a need for an additional $700,000 in the city's
tSpaniSh language bilinguareducation budget.

ap.

Potential social problems

Some U.S government and private officials have warned that
regardless of their legal status, Central Am4ricans could eau
social tensions in some of the coMmunities where they settle,
especially with the existing minority populations. In 1983, the
U.S. CoordinatoE for Refugee -Affairs reported to the Congress
that refugees ". . . may be seen as detrimental by low-income
groups who compete with refuges for access to scarce
resources.* The report points out that although the impact of
refugees on communities is often minimal and is of limited
duration, they can be easy targets for hostility and criticism
because of their high visibility.

Officials active in resolving community tensions between
refugees and community residents noted that both refugees arld
illegal immigrants will cause .community tension if they compete
with existing residents for jobs or housing and that such ten-
sion is often heightened by language and cultural differences.
In its 1981 Annual Report the Justice Department's Community
Relations Service stated that

. . . a major agency concern was the rresettle-.
rent of refugees and the conflict this oftel
caused. Much of the conflict st mined from
intractable economic issues such as . . dis-
putes (as on-Texas' Gulf CoUst) betwe white and
Vietnamese fisherman over the ast couple of
years. But in major metropolitan eas where
refugees have increasingly settled, d fficulties
grew out of the clash of unfamiliaravoiltures,
from language barriers, and, in some instances,
out of a direct collition between competing value.
systems."

The report further said that such confrontations will not
quickly subside.

THE UNITED STATES NOT PREPARED TO CONTROL
LARGE-SCALE IMMIGRATION

In 1982, the United States completed an emergency plan for
dealing with sudden large-scale immigration into the United
States. That plan, however, centers. on controlling illegal
immigration of boat people into southern Florida and has. little
relation hip to controlling illegal immigration across the
United States-Mexican border. INS officials are now developing
another plan specifically for mass illegal immigration along
this border.
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In response to the 1980 Cuban/Haitian boatlift, the Presi-

dent directed the Attorney General to oversee and coordinate the
government's response to future mass immigration. The Attorney
General, with input from civilian and military agencies, estab-
lished a Mass Immigration Emergency Plan to insure that the
United States government will be prepared to deal promptly and
effectively with any. sudden, illegal large scale immigration
effort . . ." The plan, however, prepared for another mass
immigration from Cuba and Haiti to southern Florida without
concentration on other areas of the United States. Basically,
it calls for aliens that elude interdiction efforts to be taken
into custody and then identified and moved to detention centers'
pending deportation. Those aliens deemed deportable will not be

offered resettlement in the United States.

The plan emphasizes needed U.S. efforts.to prepare for and
interdict persons trying to cross the U.S. borders illegally and
identifies tasks required to severely restrict their entry.

,. Implementation of these and other tasks requires participation
by the Departments of State, Justice, Health and Human Services,
the Treasury, Defense, and Transportation, as well as the

General Services Administratign and the Office of Management and
Budget..

INS recognizes the- existing plan's limitations and is

developing another plan to respond to an immigration emergency
along the United States-Mexican border% In April 1984 the plan
was in. draft form. Until a mass imm4ration emergency plan is

prepared to deal specifically with large-scale illegal migration
across this border, we doubt the government can begin to prepare
to handle such flows promptly and effectively.

CONCTISIONS

As noted in chapter 1, U.S.
1
Central American refugee policy

emphasizes providing assistance and resettlement opportunities
for refugees in the region rather than promoting. resettlement
opportunities for them in the United States. "The policy stems

from the premise that following their long standing tradition,

Central American governments will grant refuge and assistance to

`asylum seekers. Under this premise, the United States would not

need to provide large numbers of them resettlement opportunities
here.

Chapter 3 shows, however, that in most *Central American
countries and Mexico, only a small number of Salvadoran refugees

are now receiving assistance and that future resettlement oppor-

tunities for them in the region appear virtually nonexistent.
Current economic and political conditions in the region continue
to cause tefugees to migrate to the Udlited States.

U.S. government officials and others must be increasingly
concerned with the prospects of large numbers of Central Ameri-

cans continuously seeking to enter the United States--legally or
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illegally. A major difficulty confronting the officials, how-

ever, is that the United States does not know, nor does it have

means to determine, the number of Central Americans entering

this country, or their impact on other Americans. Until a plan

is completed, the United States cannot begin to prepare to\lieal

promptly and effectively with such potential large scale migra-

tion.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO EVALUATION

In reviewing" the draft of, this report, the Departments of

Justice and MHS were generally concurred with our message and

conclbsions. We have incorporated new information they

provided,,as well as other data as appropriate, into the body of

this chapter. Particular points expressed in their comments

are summarized beAw.

Department of Justice

The Department commented that the orderliness and means of

arrival of migrants to the United States are not factors in

determining refugee status (see app. IV). We agree and-have
deleted this reference to refugees. However, many experts in

the field maintain that a large and uncontrolled influx of

migrants had and,could continue to influence decisions'to offer

them status of *entrants* as was offered the Cubans and Haitians

in the 1980 boiltlift.

The Department alto referred to our quoting a prior? GAO

report to support. our *stand that illegal aliens give mr e to

the economy than they receive*. The Department went on to

mention that "'thousands" of. aliens apply for benefits in the

United States to which they are not entitled and said that

illegal employment and opportunities for monetary, medical and

social benefits not available in their home countries serve as

twin "pull factors" inducing aliens to enter the United States.

We have not taken a stand in this, or other reports that illegal

aliens give more to the U.S. economy than they receive. We used

the information in a previous GAO'report to show that while

large numbers of illegal aliens adversely impact some U.S.

communities, others have a positive impact.

Justice commented that" GAO should discuss in the report

other factors the agency believes drMkoliens to the United

States. These include (1) the extent and impact of frivolous

and bonafide claims to refugee status and the delays in reaching

these determinations, and (2) the growing perception that

illegal Central American aliens who are apprehended have little

to lose by applying for refugee status. We concur with the
Department that there are other push and pull factors which

influence the movement of Central Americans to the. United

States.

lb
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Department of Health and Human Services

HHS commented that the draft of this report provided a

comprehensive and detailed account of the Central American

refugee problem (see app. V). HHS noted, however, that the

report "lacks an indepth discussion from a domestic welfare

perspective of the potential impact on the United btates of

these Central American refugees" and should cover (1) the

effects of the "underground" resettlement of migrants on local

populations and communities, and (2) the needs of the Central

American refugees. HHS further noted that the report does not

explore the costs and impact of high concentrations At illegal

aliens on U.S. communities#

In the "Objectives, icope, and Methodology" section of this

report we point out that 'the information on the domestic impact

of undocumented' or illegal aliens was obtained from other

reports and data and discussions with agency officials, includ-

ing from HHS. Howevere,.we noted in the shaft that 'sufficient

data' has not bee nt compiled to accurat1y quantify the full

domestic impact of' undocumented, or i4egal, Central American

immigrants, on the United States",. and that assessments of their

imeact remain 'subjective. This limited information precluded

out making such an indepth analysis.

Other technical comments were incorporated in the body of

the report where deemed appropriate.

XL
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Ibtal

ESTIMATES OFFCENTRALAPERICAN REFUGEES
(as of Decather 1983)

Asylum
countries

Honduras 16-20,000 19,000

Costa Rica 12-13,000 10,000
Mexico 6-12,000 120,000
Nicaragua 22-24,000 17,500
Gbatemala 70,000
Belize - 7,000
Parana 1,000 1,000

57- 70,000 24441600

Honduras 460 1,000
Cbsta Rica 5,000 300
Mexico 35-40,000 40,000
Nicaragua 500

Honduras 16-20,000 19,200

Costa Rica 5- 8,000 3,154

21-28,000 22,354

Costa Rica - 2,700
Mexico - 10,000

Nicaragua - 500

13,200

Estimates
State Dept. UNHCR

40- 45,460 41,800

118- 143,460a 321,854 517

APPENDIX rh

tINIER-assisted
refugees

, 17,953
8,000
-

2,413
-

2,000-001,0

31,366

572
150

36,864
69

37,655

15,636
854

, 16,490

1,000
1,000_6

aIn April 1984, State Department estimated that there were ximately
150,000-refugees in the region.
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APPENDIX II
APPENDIX II

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING REFUGEE STATUS AND

AGENCY COMMENTS ON GAO USE OF THE TEAM REFUGEE

A refugee is a person who flees this /her home-or country,

generally during times of war, oppression or persecution, seek-

. ing shelter or protection in another country. The, status of

refugees, (including their rights and freedoms, is governed pri-

marily by the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to

the Status of Refutiees. These two international legal instru-

ments were adopted within the framework of the United Nations

and contain provisions defining who is, and who is not, a refu-

gee.

According to Article 1A (2) of the Convention, the term

"refugee" shall apply to any person who

". . . owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership

of a particular social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of hisnationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself

to the protection of that country. . ."

According to UNHCR, the phrase "well-founded tear of being

persecuted" is the key phrase in defining the term refugee. It

requires that such persons be forced into flight by fear. The

initial cause of the.person's flight (the push) rather than the

direction taken after such flight (the pull) is the primary

factor in determining if the term "refugee" can be applied to

that person. Determining that both fear and persecution were

the causes for the person's initial flight is subjective and

requires taking into account the person's individual and ,family

background, membership of particular facial, religious,

national, social or political groups, and an evaluation of their

opinions and feelings.

Clear determinations of a person's eligibility for refugee

status is difficult and not always practical. The difficulty of

making clear determinations in all cases has led UNHCR to.con-

siaer as refugees some groups of people who have fled their

homes, crossed an international border, and are living in refu-

gee-like conditions. UNHCR made group determinations in Central

- America and considers pany of the Guatemalan's in Chjapas, Mexi-

co, and.the Salvadorans in Mexico, and' others as "prima facie"

refugees.

Both the Department of State Ipd Justice commented that our

general use of the term. "refugee" in the draft ofthis report
differed from that found in existing U.S. legislation (Refugee
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APPENDIX IT
APPENDIX II

Act of 1980, Public Law 96-212)8 and was imprecise and mislead-

ing. We have clarified in the footnote on page 1 our use of

the term "refugee" as referring to those persohs considered

refugees by UNHCR. However, irrespective of the legal test of a

refugee required under U.S. law for immigration purposes, we

and. the Department of State agrets, that for the

purpose of this report, the UNHCR definition is appropriate.

I

A
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APPENDIX. III

Dear Mr. Conahan:

1W.P1HTMENT01." sTATE
-tamptmller

azhingion. 11.1 .211.520

V.

APRLIG

APPENDIX III

I am replying to your letter of March 12, 1984, which

forwarded copies of the draft report: ' "Central American

Refugees: Regional Conditions and Prospects and Potential

Impact on the United States..

The enclosed comments on this report' were prepared in the
Bureau of Refugee Programs.

We appreciate having had the opportunity to review and

comment on the draft report. If I may be of further

assistance, I trust you will let me know.

Sincerely,

t(0
Liorin. A Jurvis, Acting.

Enclosure: 4

As stated.

Mr. Frank C. Conahan,
Director,

National.,Security and
International Affairs Division,

U.S. General Accounting Office,
Washington, D.C. 20548
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"CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES: REGIONAL CONDITIONS AND PROSPECTS
AND POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE UNITED STATES.

The following are comments, prepared lay the Bureau for
Refugee Programs on behalf of the Department of State, on the
draft report of the United States General Accounting Office on

Central American Refugees (GAO Assignment Code 472022), which

was submitted to Secretary of State George P. Shultz by GAO
Director Frank C. Conahan on March 12, 1984.

GENERAL

The draft report is, in general, a good overview of the

complex set.of issues and problems concerning refugee
populations in the Central American region. Sope of the
observations and conclutions have been overtaken by
events--which is only to be expected, even over a short period

of time, when dealing with evolving situations. This will be

reflected in the detailed tomment's below.

Overall, while matey problems remain, refugee assistance
programs in the region are being improved through the joint

efforts of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

(UNHCR), host governments in countries of first asylum, donor

governments throughout the international community, and numerous

private voluntary organizations (PVO's) which are active in the

area. Also, with the exception of continued outflows of
Nicaraguan refugees into Honduras and CostaRica the total
number of refugees in the region has remained stable over the

past several months. ,Relief programs for displaced persons are

in place in El Salvador, and expected to begin in Guatemala in

the near future. It is anticipated that through these programs

we will minimizg the possibilities of new flows, and that

voluntary repatriation. will become a viable option for some

refugees now receiving assistance in countries of first Apylum.

In the opinion of the Bureau, the tradition of hospitality and

asylum continues to be viable in Central Ameridal although the

ability of host countries to continue to offer it will be

directly related to the,willingness of the international
community to bear most CA the costs of assistance. The thrust

of the GAO report, on the contrary, states that there is a

general deterioration in the situation.
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This difference in perception flows, in part, from the

reports attempt to deal simultaneously with two related, but

separate sets of problems: those encountered by refugee groups,

and those related to illegal migration. Not only is the basic

motivation causing people to-leave their own countries different

for the two groups, remedies for dealing with them are covered

by different legislation and are handled by different agencies,

in the United States and in most other countries. The

footnote, on the first page of Chapter.1 on the GAO report states

that "...the term 'refugee' will be used,, unless otherwise

noted, when referring to all types of immigrants., This

definition of 'refugee" is legally unacceptable and imprecise,

since it makes it difficult to compare statistics from various

sources, and complicates consideration of modalities for dealing

with the problems involved. It misses the point that the terms

"refugee' and 'immigrant" are not interchangeable, and are

defined differently in'existing U.S. legislation.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS,,
(pow p. ii)

Page xv. The best estimatepcof the Department of State are that

there are approximately 150,000 refugees in the region, who are

receiving some form of assistance and/or protection from the

UNHCR. The key point is that all refugees who have sought

assistance from UNHCR have received, or are receiving, it.

(now p. iii)
Pagevj ff. .The customary nominative and adjectival form for

nationali. of El Salvador is Salvadoran, not Sal1adorean.

(now p. iii)
Pagp.vi, paragraph Q; Mexico has permitted the resettlement

(spontaneous) of several thousand Salvadorans.

(now p. iii)
Page vi, paragraph two. Assistance has been made available )

through the UNHCR to and Salvadorans who have sought it. To '

compare the figure of 31,000 receiving assistance with hundreds

of thousands fleeing El Salvador illustrates the danger of

equating refugees and migrants.

(now p. 4)
Page ix. It is not correct to say that ,refuge snd ssistance

are not available within the region. Adequate refug and

assistance are available, and is likely to continue t be as

long aa.the international mmunity continues to-assist host

countries in bearing the f nancial costs. Tile factor that

encourages illegal flows toward the UriAted Sates is not tA

lack of assistance for refugees, but, rather, the lack of

e onomic opportunities lyt the'region_ for those migrants whose

ry reason for emigratihg is the search for
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(now p. iii)
Page In February 1984, the Honduran National Refugee
Comat ssion drafted an action plan to' relocate Salvadoran and
Guatemalan refugees from the Western part of the country. The
relocation site will be Olanchito in the Yoro Department. The
plan calls for the inhabitants of Colomoncagua to be moved this
coming ne.11 Relocation of refugees from Mesa Grande,
considered to be the best administered camp, is at least a year
awa.

The relocation plan reflects the undesirability of having
ref u4ees close to the border where security cannot be assured.
The move will provide more land for the refugees to raisttheir
-own crops and opportunities to,develop greater self-suffftiency.

t

The UNHCR has fully endorsed the relocation plan of the
Honduran authorities both on grounds of safety and enhanced
employment opportunities for the refugees. The U.S.G. also
supports thetplan.

Page I. As noted previously the equation of refugees to
migrants is unwarranted and confusing. To the list, in
paragraph oneAof fag-tots causing refugee flows, should be added.
"conflict betwden.goVernment-forces and insurgent groups.-'

(nOW p. 1)

Page 2, ,paragraph one. The reference to young, single men,
would probably be more.accurate as 'young', 'unaccompanied' men,'
since many have left families at haul,. Such men act as
"anchori" in countries where they s4tle, causing further flows
as their families come.to join them..

(now p. 1)

Page 2, paragraph two. 'Ao, the first sentence, one should delete
the redundant adjective '''Political"iin front of refugee and add
the phrase,,, refugees, in relatively small numbeirs, who were
mdily educated and from the middle and upper classes.'

In the penultimate sentence after
programs,' add the phrase 'funded
community."

...government supported
largely by the international
0011,

The .last sentence,, .igain"confuses efugees and migrantS. Using
the. word "refugee' obsdures the fact that most of those who come
to the United States are not the women, children, and older
persons who make up the, bulk of the refugee, groups receiving
assistance in the region, but,' rather,' young, unaccompanied male
migrants priMaiily motivated, by a search for jobs.
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(now p. 2)
Page 4. We suggest the latter half of paragraph two be amended

to read:,

As a result, for fiscal year 1984, the U.S. refugee

admissions ceiling was reduced to 1,000 (down from 2,000

the previous two years) for refugees from the Latin

American and Caribbean region. Until recently, however, no

Central Americans had been admitted to the U.S. as refugees

in the past three years. In the first half of fiscal year

1984, 93 beneficiaries.of the Salvadoran amnesty program

were admitted as refugees.

(ndw p. 4)
?age .7. The UNHCR estimate of 120,000 Salvadoran refugees in

Mexico is unsubstantiated., (This reflects the usual practice of

the UNHCR of accepting numbers provided them by host

governments.)
(now p. 5)

Page 10., In the penultimate sentence, last paragraph, change:rtang

...between both countries." to "...between the two countries.'

(now p. 6)
Page 11. In the first sentence of paragraph one, change the

last phrase to read, "...but political violence and insurgent

activity in the past. few years have caused others to leave."

(now p. 8)
Page 13, last paragraph. No country has discontinued providing

assistance to refugees. As for settlement, first asylum

countries in Central America are still among the world's most

forthcoming in terms of positive attitudes toward settlement and -

integration. Some countries, e.g., Nicaragua and Costa Rica may

be too quick to offer the settlement option, when it would be

preferable to wait a decent interval to test the possibility for

voluntary repatriation.. Only Mexico has adopted significantly

more restrictive policies in recent months, and, even there, it

is possible that restrictions may be eased with the appointment

of a new head of the Mexican Refugee Commission.

(now p. 8)
Page 14. The first sentence of the last paragraph lea es the

erroneous impression that it is the countries of asylum which,

are providing assistance to the refugees. Without exception,

the great bulk of costs for assistance programsiis being borne

by the international community, not the host governments.

(now p. 8)
Page 15. The entire section, ending on page 15 might well be

reworked, since its thrust is subtly skewed. Asylum, is alive

and well in the region, but given the character and numbers of

current refugee populationsi all countries of first asylum in

the area must have the financial support of the international

community to provide the necessary assistance. The new

population* are more numerous and less assimilable; hence,
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resettlement, where it is a viable option, is rendered more
difficult. Unemployment and economic difficulties in the
countries of asylum render the problem even more acute--as the

report notes. However, Costa Rica has indicated it is ready to
`resettle Nicaraguans. who wish to to so (when and if funding for
resettlement projects can be worked out), and Honduris has
already permitted de facto resettlement of thousands of
Nicaraguan Miskito Indians.

(now p. 8)
Page 16. Paragraph one should be changed to indicate that all
refugee groups in Honduras, Aot merely "the majority' are
receiving assistance provided by the international community.

(now p. 10)
Page 18. The last sentence should read, "...refugees are not
usually given work permits." FYI: The Costa Rican government
pas given temporary work permits for some of the Nicaraguan
refugees at Tilaran camp to work on the coffee harvest..

(now p. 10)
Page 19. In the last paragraph, 4t should be noted that limited
assistance was being given by the UNHCR to some 3,500 Salvadoran
refugees in Mexico up until 1983. This group is now essentially
integrated into the Mexican economy and does not need
assistance. However, any Salvadoran requesting assistance of
UNHCR would, presumably, 'be given it, if found.qualified.

(now p.
Pa9e22, paragraph one. U.S. contributes to UNHCR programs for
Latin America/ as a whole/ not simply to prograwfor Cehtral
America. ThuS, our contributions constitute 30 33% of the total
UNHCR budget, rather than 40%. in FY 1984, of projected UNHCR
budget of $32.9 million, we expect to fund $11.0 million,,

33.4%. UNHCR requirements will almqst assured y be higher than
the projection, but our funding is\hrot expecte to ,change.

(now p. 12)
Page 22, paragra h two. The program assist nce to displaced

.persous in El Sa vapor is a joint Sta e/USAID"programr-which is
expected to total 00.0 million in FY 1984. State. expicts to
fund $7.0 million of program costs. AssistanCe programs in
subsequent fiscal years will be funded exclusively by USAID,
probably at the same $20.0 million level for both years.

(nod p. 12)
Page 21. Change the last sentence in paragraph one to read:

When refugees refuse to return home for fear of persecution/
(or other'reasons), the UNHCR 'continues to offer assistance
or attempts to resettle them in the countries where they
first sought asylum or in a third country, as appropriate.

Inow p. 14) .

Page 26. In the third tic in paragraph one, after the word,
'U.S., add the phrase "and international community."
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(now p. 14)

Page 27, paragraph one. Add, after the phrase, "While
conditions at re!ugee camps and settlements are improving..."
the clause, "political instability and OA/11 violence in
countries of origin make, the pretferred kasting solution of
voluntary repatriation most difficult."

(cow p. 14)
Page 27 ! paragraph two Last sentence). Change to read, "...
the Ladinosl living con itions nad, until recently, been
neglected. They lived in overcrowded housing and received

/ inadequate health care:" Add new paragraph, "Assistance
programs fOr Nicaraguan Ladiilos have shown significant
-improvement over the past six moa.tns, however. Medical programs
have-been enhanced through the participation of Medecins sans
Frontieres; general management ol the programs has been enhanced

-by the services of an expert consultant furnished,by LICROSS
Headquarters in Panama; and additional land has been acquired
for agricultural purposes. Problems remain to be resolved, but
the direction is positive.",

Cn 1

Page 31, first tul
ow

l
p.

ara
7)

ra h It should be noted that, as
concerns current p ans or m in& the camps from Colomoncagua
and San Antonio, it is ,some of the voluntary agencies who seem
to be determined to undermine, or reverse, the joint decision o'f
the UNHCR and the Honduran 'government to make the move.

. 17) -A

Page 31, last
(now

pparagraph. Replace old paragraph with the
following. "Plans (o move the Salvadoran camps from
Colomoncagua and Sab Antonio, as well as the Guatemalan camp at
El Tesoro, to a larger agricultural site in Yoro province are
well advanced. The new site will permit greater security for
tne refugees; greater possibilities for food self sufficiency,
and perhaps cashfcropping; and 'treater freedom of movement'for
the refugees. A UNHCR media release describing tnese,plans is
enclosed for GAO information.

Tnow_p. 19)
Page 37.\ The last sentence on the ,page shotild be amended to
read:

They plan to stop providing assistance.to those knitinly
resettled in 1984, as the refugee groups reach food
self - sufficiency; aid will continue until such time as
self-sufficiency is reached and will be available for new

N.#1 arrivals, as well.
( 21now p.

Page 39. Nicaragians now being assisted in camps at Tilaran and
Limon number almost 4,000 as of April 1984.' Efforts to find a
more adequate site which would relieve overcrowding are being,
accelerated. Management of the camps is being turned over to a
private voluntary. organization, Socorro.
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Page 40. (last paragraph) Negative reactions within the
inigenoua population have stemmed from assistance being
pidvided all, refugees, not merely Salvadorans.

(now p. 23)
Page 45, last paragraph. Several hundred refugees from the
Tilaran camp were given permisition to work ii 'this year's coffee
harvest, but care is taken not to let the ugees usurp jobs
from the local labor force. ,Given local une.,.loyment levels,
this means that the refugees are seldom given permission to work.

Page 4
(now

8/p. p24ariagraph 1. The Director of Immigration was recently
rqlieved of his duties as head of the Mexican Refugee

Commission. He was replacediby a career diplomat, Ambassador
Oscar Gonzales. RP Officials from Washington have now been
given permission to visit the border camps in Chiapas province
(April 2-4, 1984), and it ds hoped that this presages ess

restrictive pOlicies toward refugee affairs than was the case
under the previous director. It is too early, however, to make

a definitive judgpment.
(w p.

p25)Page
no
50, aragraph 1. The total number of Guatemalan refugees

is approaching 40,000.

The last paragraph should note that there have been no
significant incidents of incursions into the camps over the past

several months.
(now p. 28)

Page 54, last paragraph.. The lack.of economic opportunities
either at home or within the region is probably the major cause
of Navadoran emigration to the United Statei and should be
cited in the list of reasons, rather than "restricted asylum
and assistance opportunities." As noted previously asylum and

assistance are alive and well for refugees'.

(now p. 31)
Pages 57 ff. The problem of illegal immigration into the United

States is outside the area of competence of the Bureau for

Refugee Affairs. The GAO might wish, therefore, to refer those .

parts of the pertaining to this important issue to the

Immigration and aturalixation Service for their comments.

50
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Di ector
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April 23, 1984

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director
General Government Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Washington, AC 20530

Thi5 letter responds to your request to the Attorney General for the comments

of ,the Department of Justice (Department) on yo0. draft report entitled
"Central American Refugees: Regional Conditions and Prospects and Potential

Impact on the united States."

The draft report has been reviewed by organizational components within the

Department concerned with immigration matters. The comments we are providing-

below are intended to improve certain technical aspects of the report and

provide our views on.several of the issues related to immigration activities.

The report uses the terms "refugee" and "asylum" in a very broad and general

manner, and not in.the more restrictive sense used United States

immigration legislation. In the footnote on page 1 of the reports the General

`Accounting Office (GAO) states no . . the term icefugeet will be used, unless

otherwise noted, when referring to all types of immigrants." We believe use

of the word in this context is misleading, because the word "refugee" has

very specific legal meaning for the Immigration and Naturalization Service

(INS) and other Department of Justice components. Because GAO is another

agency of the United States Government, its use of the term refugee" to, group

bonafide refugees and'applicants for asylum with illegal entrants and economic

migrants might well result in a serious adverse political and legal impact

that the report writers did not envision. Conceivably, parties striving to

change current refugee and asylum procedures could seize upon this language as

an official' endorsement of blanket refugee status for all nationals of El
Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua, or they could cite it as one more example

of one branch of tovernment formulating policy diametrically opposed to the

policy of another branch.

(now p. 32)
On page 59, the argument that the orderliness of arrival determines eligibility

for refugee status is not true. Eligibility is determined on the basis of \

persecution or well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion,

',nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion; not

on the means}Carrival.
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(now p. 33)
On pages 61 and 62 of the report, GAO discusses the public sector's costs for
resettling refugees. Another significant cost not included,in the calculations,
of resettlement and social service expenses are the costs resulting from Ihe
criminal class aliens who manage to effect entry to the United States. Just

the costs of detaining)Mariel Cuban criminals in Federal facilities are
substantial and should be cited as another example of the expenses that
taxpayers must

3

bear.

(now..p. _5j
On page 63, (AU quotes one of its earlier reports on illegal aliens to support
its stand that illegal aliens give more to the economy than they receive.
Through such efforts as INS' program eb prevent entitlement fraud, the
Department has found that thousands of illegal aliens do apply for benefits to
which they are not entitled. Opportunities for illegiremployment as well as
opportunities to secure monetary, medical, or social services unavailable in
their home countries are twin "pull factors" which induce aliens to enter the
United States independently ..ofthe "push factors" cited.

INS has a considerable backlog of pending asylum requests that in large part
come from illegal aliens who cannot establish any other basis to remain COt.the

United States. The report does not discuss either the ratio between frivolous
and bonafide claims to refugee status, or how delays in reachinothese determi -.

nations benefit both types of claimants. Similarly, there fs no discussion of
the factors drawing aliens to the United Stites, one being the growing percep-
tion that illegal Central American aliens lobo are apprehended have little to

lose by applying for refugee status. These points should be made, as failure

to do so might actually serve to encourage the mass influx ofipentral Americans.

discussed in the report.

(now p. 37)
On page 68, the report mentions the development of a plan to respond to an
immigration emergency along the United States-Mexican border. The Border,.

Patrol has participated in the formulation of a southern border emergency plan

which is currently under consideration by INS' senior management staff.

INS' fiscal year 1985 budget request includes the south border enhancement

plan. The resources contained in the request will gre ly increase INS'

enforcement posture along the border and will give th greater flexibility to

address the problems enumerated in the report.

We trust the above comments will be helpful in finalizing your report. Should

you have any questions, please feel free to contact Imp

Zlincer

40/' ;Irk" eioLietatoel.---

'William D. Van Stavoren
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

r Administration
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

I

1

APPENDI X V
Office of Inspector Genera)

APR 2 3 1984

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Director, Human Resources

Division
United States General

Accounting Office
Witngton, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Fogel:

41.1Mge

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request fo the

Department's comments on your draft report "Central *ri
Refugees: Regional Conditions and Prospects and Potentia

on the United States." The enclosed comments represent t

tative position of the Department and are subject to reev

when the final version of this report is received.

an
Impact

e ten -
luation

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report

befOre its publication.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kusserow
Inspector General

0.
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COMMENTS OF THE. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ON THE
CEIS 'DRAFT REPORT, "CENTRAL AMERICAN

REFUGEES: REGraKE CONDITIONS AtTla PITOS1ITTAND POTENTIAL IMPACT
ON THE UNITED STATES"

NERAL

The repot< provides a comprehensive, detailed account of the
political circumstances, conditions, and restrtictions
contributing to the exodus of refugees from Central American
countries. It is a dramatic account Df the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees' (UNHCR) efforts to cohtend with a
burgeoning.refugee population.

We agree, as the report concluded, that the United States can
expect a continued flow of undocumented Central American aliens
unless substantive changes are achieved from the go4ernments in
Central America and Mexico. The report, however, lacks an
indepth discussion front a domestic. welfare perspectivi of the e
potential impact on-the United States of these Central, American
refugees. We believe the report should Cover 1) the health,
social, and economic effects of thiA "underground" resettlement
on individual United States residents and local-communities and
2) the private and public agency emergency needs of the Central
Amprican refugees.

The estimates of the numbers of illegal immigrants from Central
America that are residing in the United States are not handled
consistently. The report shifts from positing that it does not
know or have the means of determining the number of Central
Americans illegally entering the country to providing in several
places estimates from different sources of the numbers and types
of illegals already in,- or coming into the country.

In discussing the cost of the refugee resettlement program jn.

the United States the report is silent codcernin offsetting
contributions of the refugee population to the American
economy. We have new data, which we would be glad to 'hare with
GAO, on the annual. income tax payments of refugees after an
average of 5 years of United States residency. These payments
appear to equal more than one-sixth of the.annual cost of the
refugee resettlement program.

Finally, the report goes on to say that illegal aliens
constitute a needy segment of the population and generate
another set of costs for State and local governments. However,
the report does not explore the impact of these costs (some of0

which are for indirect supportive services) on communities
having concentrations of illegal aliens.
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TECHNICAL COMMENTS,
'("now p. 32)

o Page 58: As the number of undocumented Salvadoreans residing

in the United. States Is unknown, we suggest that GAO include

the range ofistimatkvrather than just the high estimate.

o
(now_p. 32

Page 59: GAO might wish'to,consider in its report
legislation currently pending in Congress on the illegal

immigrant situation..

Ummi), 331_
o Page 601 The 7,200 Haitian entrant number appears very low.

HHS Office of Refugee Resettlement data for FY 1982 show the-

nuMber'or Haitian'entrints at more than 40,000.

(now _p. 331
o Page p0: Suggest that GAO make ciftar that the study cited

(that of the Federation of American Immigration Reform)

represents only one point of vi*w.

(now pp. 33 and 34
Q Pages 60-61: In reading these two pages, one easily could be left

with'the mistaken impreSsion that the dollar figures cited represent

United States costs of assistance to Central American/Caribbean

refugees only. The costs represent aid for all refugees, the

overwhelming portion of which was for Southeast Asian refugees.

(now p. 33)
Page 60: It°L; not clear what the S3 billion or $830 million

numbers. represent. Does the *rase The United States spentwmean

just the Federal government, all levels of government, or total

United 5 spending including voluntary agency, charity and

priva ons?

'(novCso. 33)
.

o Page 60: What period of time is the $830 million for resettling

entrants for--just for 1980, or.1980-81, 1981-82, or 198041-82?

.

Is.it the cost solely for resettlement, or does it include also

domesticicash and medical,'and social services) assistance costs

,mss well? Without knowing the period or.comosition of the

S830'million, it is' not possible to say how accurate the figure

Ys. -

.

(now p. 33)
o

,
*.

.

Page 61: Certain items and figures refer to refugees and entrants,

'utile others deal ally with refugees. The cash and medical assistance

information is pot° refugees and entrants, while social services

information is about refugees only. Some consistency is needed in

thii section..

(now p. 34Y
o Page 61: GAO quotes a. Florida State of regarding .entrant

impact on -the bade County' School System. This is i particularly

unusisal.situation given. the high concentration of. Ontrants'in

Dade` County, and'is unlikely to be repeated by Central' American -

arrivals due-to the ,dispersal of that population already .in the

'United States,/ Why make an argument by using'theaust wares
case? , .
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(now p. 34)

o Page d2: fbc cesfiNessistance the major program that needs to be,

mentioned is refugee and entrant cash assistance. Whether or not

they are refugees/entrants, anyone who qualifies would get AFDC or

SSi., fir, only if someone is a refugee or entrant does he or

she qualify for the, special aCh(ECA) benefit.

(n gp. 34 and 35)
o ,Page 63: GAO cites certain data from a 1980 GAO

* repOrt. GAO may wish to wiew more recent studies
that show somewhat different trends.

(now p. 40)
o Pegs 70: Appendix I--State Department Estimates,-the subtotal for

El Salvador should be 57- 70,000 (not 54-70,000).

(now p. 40)
o liege 70: Appendix I--State Department Estimatesthe final figure

should be 118 - 143,460 (not 117-14 4 s

(now p. 40)
o Pegs 70: Appendix I--WO HCR'Estilimte column--Subtotal for Others is

misaligned with the other numbers'in the column. Also, come (I)

not period (.) between the figures 3 and 2.
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